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WASHINGTON Supporters of a common alerting protocol for disseminating
emergency alerts say the Federal
Emergency Management Agency's decision
to eventually adopt the format for exchanging emergency messages is welcome but
that the timetable it has spelled out raises
questions about equipment readiness and
the agency's handling of the process.
Meanwhile, some supporters wonder if
the outcome of the November elections
might derail FEMA's implementation for
nextgen EAS depending on who wins the
White House, because of possible leadership changes within the Department of
Homeland Security and FEMA.
As part of an announcement of intent in
July to integrate Common Alerting Protocol
1.1 as the standard for the Integrated Public
See FEMA, page 5
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NEWS

•
NEW CODEC: Fraunhofer IIS and
VoiceAge Corp. said their proposal for a
new MPEG audio codec, expected to be
completed in 2010, has been selected to
provide the basis for ongoing standardization work. They say the technology will
support high-quality compression of both
speech and audio at very low bit rates.
The working title of this codec is the
MPEG Unified Speech and Audio Codec.
Expected uses include digital broadcasting, mobile TV and multimedia downloaded applications via wireless networks.
UNDO SIRIUS XM: Saul Levine, owner of Mt. Wilson FM Broadcasters, has
asked the Federal Communications

NEWSWATCH•
Commission to " undo" the satellite radio
merger. In a Petition for Reconsideration
of the Sirius-XM merger, Levine, owner
of KKGO(FM), Los Angeles and
KGIL(AM), Beverly Hills, Calif., said
conditions imposed in exchange for
approval of the deal are " inadequate." The
conditions, Levine states, should have said
explicitly that Sirius and XM can't use
unauthorized frequencies to air indecent
programming, referring to past unauthorized satellite radio transmissions affecting
terrestrial broadcasters from over-powered
satellite radio tuners containing wireless
FM modulated transmitters.
HD3 PROGRAMS: Emmis Communi-

cations and WorldBand Media are partnering on HD Radio multicast programming targeting South Asian communities
in New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.
According to the U.S. Census and
Statistics Canada, the companies said,
North America has 3.8 million reported
South Asians, including those of Indian,
Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Sri Lankan
descent. WorldBand Media's South Asian
programming will be broadcast on the
HD3 channel of Emmis FM stations
WQHT-HD3, New York, KPWR-HD3
Los Angeles and WLUP-HD3, Chicago
in mid-October. WorldBand calls itself
"North America's first ethnic digital radio
network."

MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 ( ESQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It
just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

DAB+ IN MALTA: A Terrestrial Digital
Audio Broadcasting Network will broadcast WRN programming on DAB+ to
Malta. DAB+ is a variant of the Digital
Audio Broadcasting standard; proponents
say it allows more stations to be delivered
at better audio quality. WRN is working
with Digi B Network Ltd., the company
licensed by the Malta Communications
Authority to operate the T- DAB network.
The networks are made up of content
aggregated from international public service broadcasters and program providers
including National Public Radio, UN
Radio and Voice of Russia.
SLIPSTREAM: A new company run by
Internet Radio promoter Kurt Hanson is
aimed at helping broadcast radio stations
make money online. Hanson is CEO of
Chicago- based Slipstream. Slipstream
runs the infrastructure behind various
Internet radio sites. Hanson said the goal
is to help broadcasters stay relevant as
consumers listen more to their iPods,
satellite radio and Internet radio.
Slipstream seeks to help stations offer a
product designed for Internet delivery, "a
multichannel, personalizable version of
their local radio station brand." It will be
available for a monthly cash fee plus
bandwidth and royalty costs, or for barter.
HD RADIO AWARENESS: A poll by
an audience research firm shows that 67
percent of 18-to-64 year olds have heard
of HD Radio. That's up from a similar
study in 2006, also done by Mark Kassof
& Co., when only 38 percent had heard of
HD Radio. Consumers' understanding of
HD Radio has also grown, according to
results from 688 telephone interviews
conducted in September. Now, 21 percent
indicate HD Radio delivers higherSee NEWSWATCH, page 8

SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as astandalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have astandalone digital snake. Add afanfree mix engine and
build yourself astudio using analog and digital I/O SQUARES.
All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intelligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
—it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

NEWS
FEMA Says Yee to CAP 1.1

•
88D I/O: 8digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter
any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8-channel
stereo or 16- channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

•
88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E- SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on athird party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Likewise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1Gigabit protocol
eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E-SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!
Studio 1

Index

•

88A I/O: 8analog inputs and outputs. You can bring anew SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your XYcontrol.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

88AD I/O: 4analog plus 4digital inputs and outputs— perfect for small
studios or standalone routing.

88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E2has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
R1-455 for point-to-point interface. All SQUAREs have 12 individually configurable optoisolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.
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Nautel Plans U.S. Expansion
Manufacturer Targets Quincy Office As Next Step in Development
by Randy J. Stine
OW N CY,

Ill. Broadcast transmitter
manufacturer Nautel has recently advertised in the daily newspaper in this
southern Illinois city hoping to recruit
sales and support staff in advance of
opening an office here.
Quincy is a historic center of radio
broadcast manufacturing and is currently
home to two major broadcast transmitter
manufacturers. Both Harris Broadcast
Communications and Broadcast Electronics Inc. have research and manufacturing
facilities here, an area long considered to
be rich with RF industry talent.
Nautel is a Canadian company that
also maintains an office and production
facility in Bangor, Maine.
"We are planning to open asales and
support office in the Quincy area, but it
is premature to put adate on the opening
of an office," said Nautel Marketing
Manager John Whyte.
"There are only acouple of centers of
expertise for RF skill sets anywhere and
arguably the largest is Quincy. We want
to tap into the talent pool. We are looking for support staff and sales engineers," said Whyte.
Whyte said Nautel is not currently
considering locating a manufacturing
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SALES ENOSIEEEL Working closely with the radio broadcast sales team your SkrUS
WI be applied throughout the pre-sales process as the primary technical resource tor
the sales force

Your responsibildes will include third party Integrated solutions
EBAUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
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Audioarts breaks the price barrier with these smallstation consoles. The 12-channel Air 2+ provides
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machine control, mix minus, and cue and talkback
all included. The 8-channel Air 1with 2built-in mic
channels and 6stereo line inputs is exactly what
you need for on-air radio, newsrooms, and even
production and webcasting. BSW's FREE DA offer
expires 11/15. So get your order in now!
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Nautel got the attention of the local tech community
with an ad in the Quincy newspaper.

BSWUSA.COM

AIR1
8-Channel Console
AIR2PLUS 12-Channel Console

List $ 1,795.00
List $ 2,995.00

Call BSW For Lowest Price: 800-426-8434

Local interview are planned for September

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

plant in Quincy.
Nautel, which manufactures transmitters for AM and FM broadcast, navigation, industrial and space-based applications, is scouting potential office
locations in Quincy and expected to
interview job applicants in late
September, Whyte said.
"We are investing in engineers, which
we hope translates into more innovations, more award-winning products and
more support for our customers."
Nautel officials said the company has
stepped up efforts to grab alarger share
of the broadcast transmitter market since
the 2006 appointment of Peter Conlon as
president and chief executive officer.
"This is all part of our efforts to grow
our transmitter business. We have made
major investments the past two years,
from tripling our sales staff to substantially increasing the numbers on our
engineering staff. While others have
been pulling back because of softness in
the market, we actually have taken the
contrarian view, which has resulted in a
significant up tick in sales volume for
us," Whyte said.
Nautel, a privately owned company,
does not release sales figures or earning
statements.
The recruitment ad, which ran on suc-
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cessive August weekends in the Quincy
Herald Whig, specifically asks for candidates for sales engineer, customer service
technician and sales representative, to be
based in the Quincy area.
"We are looking for people to keep in
Quincy. Honestly, given technology
today, where people are located physically is less important than the talent they
bring," Whyte said.
In recent years Nautel has pursued
industry executives more aggressively
and hired some notable RF industry talent, including Gary Liebisch, former
product manager at Harris, and Chuck
Kelly, former head of international sales
for Broadcast Electronics. In April it
named Gerardo Vargas to lead the Latin
America sales office. He is a former
sales executive with AEQ.
Nautel is headquartered in Hackett's
Cove, Nova Scotia, where it has its manufacturing center. The company's Maine
facility also has production capability
and houses customer support and sales
operations for the United States.
"We have become a truly North
American company. We consider both
the United States and Canada to be
domestic markets for us. We sell to over
168 countries worldwide," Whyte said.
"We are certainly not doing this to

impact those companies in a negative
way. The reality is that Quincy is the center of RF excellence. The talent we are
looking for is in Quincy," Whyte said.
The broadcast manufacturing industry
has a long history in Quincy, acity of
approximately 4.0,000 residents that rests
along the eastern banks of the Mississippi
River. In the 1920s the Gates family
established the Gates Radio Company.
Harris Intertype Corp eventually acquired
the company in the 1950s. Harris continues to operate its RF transmission manufacturing business here along with sales
and administrative support.
Former Gates executive Larry Cervon
moved Broadcast Electronics in 1977
from Maryland to Quincy, expanding the
city's eminence as an RF center.
Broadcast Electronics employs more than
100 people at its Quincy headquarters,
which includes manufacturing and
research and development at its 88,000
square-foot building. BE last year noted
the 30th anniversary of its own move to
Quincy.
Quincy also was the site of aMotorola
manufacturing facility, which closed in
the mid- 1970s.
Harris and Broadcast Electronics
declined to comment on Nautel's expansion plans.
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FREE $99 Shockmount
with ElectroVoice
RE27N/D Mic

111:1333

Do we really have
to sell you on the
RE27? Its Variable-D
design reduces proximity effect to
maintain uniform low frequency
response at any distance (thereby
eliminating bass-boosting when close
miking).The premium neodymium
alloy magnet for wider frequency
response. Right now, through 11/15, get
the 309A yoke/shockmount FREE. Only at 135W!
RE27ND -PKG

List $840.00

LowestPrice

only $449'.

s
Special Sale on
Mic Booms!
Save Nearly $20
on OC White's
Most Popular
(Me:
Mit Booms!
The OC White Elite 61900 mic
boom provides awire channel
through the riser which is
prewired to abuilt-in XLR
female jack with 3feet of pigtail.
Premium music wire springs are
used, for silent use. The 51900 is
an affordable mic boom for daily broadcast use.
Heavy-duty springs and 12' riser.
61900BG Black with XLR riser
List $ 199.00 469" NOW $
149"!
510000u( Black, 29" arm/riser
List $149.00 .4.29"' NOW s119"!

LowestPrice

from$11999!
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Broadcast Supply Worldwide
Same Day Shipping

BSW stocks ahuge warehouse in Ohio for faster delivery to you.
Stock items ship the same day. Just order by 5:00 PM Eastern Time.

Experienced Sales Staff

BSW's sales professionals have decades of real-world broadcast
and recording experience to offer expert help with your purchase.
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Engineer of the Year: Jeff Littlejohn
He's Finding New Ways for Clear Channel
To Distribute Its Valuable Content
Jeff Littlejohn is the recipient of Radio
World's 2008 Excellence in Engineering
Award.
Recipients represent the highest ideals
of the U.S. radio broadcast engineering
profession and reflect those ideals
through contributions to the industry.
Jeff is the executive vice president of
distribution development and is responsible for the oversight of technical aspects
of the radio division at Clear Channel.
Answering to Radio President/CEO
John Hogan, he oversees radio engineering matters including 400 or so engineers, capital management and radio's
interface with IT. His team handles intellectual property issues, online technology
and the hundreds of computer servers and
distribution networks that handle Clear
Channel content.
But as his title suggests, akey task is
to find and build new ways to distribute
that content. Beyond Clear Channel's
main analog AM and FM outlets, that
means platforms like HD Radio, RDS,
cellular technologies, Internet streaming
and podcasting.
Platforms
Littlejohn — who has an associate's
degree in electronics and abachelor's in
automated manufacturing from ITT
Technical Institute in Indiana — started
his career in Ft. Wayne, Ind., as an assistant engineer with WAJI and built much
of their studio facility.
He pulled wire through ceilings, put
wires on punch blocks and learned from
the ground up; among his teachers was
Jack Didier, who is now DOE for
Federated Media. Later he worked for
Didier and Jeff Goode at Broadcast
Circuit Systems, acontract engineering
company serving Ohio and Indiana. He
then worked for WBYR(FM) when that
station moved into Ft. Wayne, and for
Beasley in Chicago.
Littlejohn went to work in 1992 for
American Media, which owned about 15
radio stations, and he hasn't left ajob since,

though the employer name on the business
cards certainly has evolved — from
American Media to Chancellor Broadcasting to AMFM Inc. to Clear Channel.
His company has 983 AM/FM stations,
more than 1,000 Web sites and 105 million
listeners in four countries. Iasked Jeff
how many channels this all
works out to; he figures at
least 1,500 unique channels, including 350
HD2s and afew HD3s.
"Clearly AM and
FM analog are our
primary means of
distribution right
now; HD Radio is
probably the most
[notable] upcoming
means. But we're also
making fantastic progress
on streaming in multiple
formats in various types of
devices. Cellular distribution with
Sprint, US Cellular, Metro PCS; things
like the iPhone."
Clear Channel, he says, decided early
to concentrate on finding out what content
listeners wanted. "It should not matter to
us whether they want to receive that over
the air or online. Radio should not lose
sight of the listener. The challenge we
have to expand on is: Who is that listener?
Do they only count if they're listening on
AM or FM? Of course not. As long as
they're listening to our content, aren't
they still alistener?
"John Hogan has been quoted as saying we're no longer acompany of just tall
towers and big fields. We need to get
beyond the unique channel we have for
distribution; we need to make sure we
follow our listeners."
Jeff's team also is responsible for distributing content from other companies;
for instance, most of the network that
Microsoft uses to distribute content over
MSN Direct is on Clear Channel signals.
One of his priorities is working with
manufacturers to get HD Radios into

cars, preferably as standard equipment.
While HD Radio hasn't taken off as
quickly as he'd hoped, he sees momentum coming.
"That's going to be agame changer for
radio, having an additional content channel inside the vehicle. That'll be one of
those things that we'll look back on 10 or
15 years from now and say we changed
broadcasting."
But with broadband coming
to the auto environment,
isn't all this going to be
moot? "It's possible;
but that's why we
need to move
quickly. We waited too long to
begin with, and
satellite got a
jump ahead of
us;
we
need
HD Radio to be
standard in every
vehicle.
"The thing radio
will have is that it's free
to the consumer. It's almost a

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
Radio's Total Traffic Network; it collects
info from traffic cameras, speed sensors,
police scanners and mobile reporters and
then delivers the data to consumers.
This is the first RDS Traffic Message
Channel traffic service in North America.
It has contracted to 30 clients; it recently
surpassed ahalf-million paid subscribers
and reaches 125 markets in four countries.
Among companies using its data in
automobile systems are BMW, Mini USA
and Volvo, which offer it as a standard
service, no subscription. Portable nay
systems using the data include ASUS,

We need to get beyond the unique channel
we have for distribution; we need to make
sure we follow our listeners.

—_:eff Littlejohn
right, to be able to receive that sort of
free content. WiMax is interesting; I
know there are some autoniakers looking
at it, but there is no nationwide WiMax
infrastructure in place today, probably
won't be for afew years; and there are no
receivers being installed in cars today and
probably won't be for afew years.
"Beyond that, we shouldn't see wireless broadband as a problem but an
opportunity. We should be looking at
ways to make our content available into
the vehicle."
To that end, in 2004 Littlejohn headed
the team that established Clear Channel

Garmin, TomTom, Navigon, Mio
Technology, Delphi, Kenwood, Clarion,
Harmon Kardon, Panasonic, Siemens and
Cobra Electronics.
Buy this
Looking to make radio more interactive, Littlejohn is excited about tagging
— not only via Apple iTunes tagging of
digital signals, as previously announced,
but with analog RDS.
In September, Clear Channel joined
with eight other groups to announce they
will support RDS song tagging using techSee LITTLEJOHN, page 5

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions
ERI is your single source for the broadcast industry's best
antennas, filter and combining systems, transmission line
and RF components, and towers and structural products.
Our professional team of engineers, designers, fabricators,
project managers, and installers take pride in contributing
to your success by delivering products and services to
meet all of your RF and structural needs.
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FEMA

of Broadcast Engineers, equipment manufacturers and others — formed this summer. It has begun work to help FEMA
through the CAP adoption process.

Continued from page!

Backward compatibility
Alert and Warning System, FEMA reiterThe group's Manufacturing Working
ated that all participants in the next generGroup is expected to finish its work soon,
ation of the Emergency Alert System
defining how CAP should be implementwould need to be in compliance with CAP
ed with EAS, according to a person
1.1 within 180 days of CAP's adoption.
familiar with the council. FEMA could
That adoption — which hasn't hapuse the group's work as the basis for asopened yet but is expected during the first
called "OASIS" standard; the Organiquarter of 2009 — has some observers
zation for the Advancement of Structured
concerned about potential EAS equipInformation Standards is a not-for-profit
ment shortages.
consortium that works to advance stanWith CAP, warning messages can be
dards for the global information society.
disseminated simultaneously over interoperable warning systems developed by
state and local emergency managers. In
addition to audio, multimedia such as
The phrase 'in line
video, digital photos and text could be
used. Some states use CAP for emerwith CAP Li' has no
gency warning now.
Some within the emergency manageparticular meaning.
ment arena, while pleased with FEMA's
decision, question whether manufacturers
of equipment will be able to withstand a
— Art Botterell
crushing demand for new decoder boxes
and meet the 180 day compliance mandate if every EAS participant is indeed
In fact, the Manufacturing Working
required to have aCAP-capable decoder.
Group held aconference call with FEMA
FEMA says that arriving at standards
and protocols that work for everyone is a this summer specifying a set of guidelines for ensuring backward compatibility
complex process that includes partners
with the current EAS Specific Area
across government and the private sector.
Message Encoder protocol.
"We are working closely with others to
The 180-day deadline for broadcasters
develop aprofile that is in line with CAP
and emergency managers to become
1.1," said Martha Rainville, assistant
administrator of FEMA's National
CAP-compliant raises concern for some
EAS equipment manufacturers about the
Continuity Programs Directorate.
availability of equipment capable of
A CAP Advisory Council — consistreceiving CAP 1.1 messages, said Darryl
ing of representatives from the National
Parker, senior vice president of TFT Inc.
Association of Broadcasters, the Society

Littlejohn
Continued from page 4

nology from Jump2Go; further, Microsoft
Zune portable media players, including
those in the field, now will allow users to
tag and immediately retrieve songs broadcast from those stations.
A song tag is an encrypted digital code
embedded in the FM broadcast. When a
listener tags atune, the code is stored on
their MP3 player. Zune's FM tuner and
wireless connectivity let the player retrieve
the song from an online Zune site as long
as the user is in aWiFi hotspot.
"Clear Channel had the ability to do
this tagging, but we wanted to work with
Jump2Go because we knew other broadcasters were going to need to implement
this as well," Jeff said.
"We needed more than Clear Channel
and Apple supporting tagging; we need to
have more than HD Radio supporting tagging. My hope is that we're able to be
really impactful in making radio interactive and bringing it into the avant-garde.
More than half of music that's discovered
is discovered on AM/FM radio; and more
purchases are happening online."
The RDS/Zune announcement combines those trends in away that strengthens radio's involvement in music discovery. With an installed base of Zunes that
can be upgraded retroactively, Littlejohn
hopes the impact could be felt as soon as
this Christmas season.
Meanwhile, on the digital side, all of
Clear Channel's HD Radio and HD2 stations are iTunes Tagging compatible. If
tagging's proponents are right, more
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announcements will follow and tagging
will become a sought-after feature
regardless of whether astation is digital.
Though much of his time is spent on
new tech projects, the traditional engineering infrastructure must be maintained.
Steve Davis carries the bulk of that
oversight, but Littlejohn made sure I
knew about Clear Channel's evolving
disaster readiness program, which developed partly in reaction to all of the hurricanes of recent years.
The company now keeps emergency
broadcast equipment stored around the
country; it has an inventory of vehicles
and generators on call and a Ku band
satellite network ready that can deliver
audio from anyplace to anyplace on short
notice to help restore service from astudio
to atransmitter site on an ad hoc basis.
Jeff is 42. He and his wife Tina have
been married since 1989; their son Jacob
is three. Tina and Jacob probably wish
they could see more of him; Jeff just hit
the million mile mark on his frequent flyer account.
But with all those new channels and
ventures to worry about — Total Traffic,
HD Radio rollouts, data services, tagging,
car receivers, mobile content — it's no
wonder he's on the road alot. He also is a
notable contributor to the National Radio
Systems Committee and several groups
within the National Association of
Broadcasters; and he sits on the board of
iBiquity Digital Corp.
We honor Jeff Littlejohn for his excellence in traditional engineering as well as
his leadership in how our medium develops its new channels, data tools and operating models. le

"Right now we are under the gun to
have enough equipment available by the
third quarter of 2009. You must consider
the magnitude of the situation," Parker
said.
There are about 35000 EAS participants who may be required to have CAPto-EAS decoders, Parker said. What's not
clear is whether all 35,000 will be
required to have a new decoder; FEMA
has not addressed the issue definitively.
"There are only five to six companies
capable of producing this equipment.
That means each manufacturer might
have to produce 6,000 to 7,000 units
within six months," Parker said.
Equipment manufacturers have been
reluctant to ramp up production of new
units until FEMA releases its CAP 1.1
specs and completes the formal adoption
process early dext year.
"It complicates matters that FEMA has
yet to disclose exactly what we will need
to build to meet requirements," he said.
Further, Parker said, FEMA could set
specifications during the spring of 2009,
but not necessarily publish aprocedure
for ensuring aunit complies with specs at
the same time.
"I don't believe we would market a
unit that had not passed a conformance
review," Parker added.
Several equipment manufacturers
already offer CAP-capable equipment for
sale, including TFT Inc. and Sage
Alerting Systems.
Specifications
The exact wording of FEMA's July
announcement has Art Botterell, one of

I Radio World

the architects of CAP 1.1, skeptical about
the government agency's intent.
FEMA said in its press release it would
"adopt during the first quarter of calendar
year 2009, an alerting protocol in line
with Common Alerting Protocol 1.1" as
the standard for the Integrated Public
alert and Warning Systems.
"Specifically, the phrase ` in line with
CAP 1.1' has no particular meaning. Still
to be seen is if FEMA's staff or its contractors will put their own spin on the
standard at the expense of interoperability with other services," said Botterell,
manager of acommunity warning system
for the Sheriff's Department of Contra
Costa County in California.
Others who have examined FEMA's
announcement say its wording regarding
CAP 1.1 is " ambiguous" and makes it
difficult to draw many conclusions.
"There is some gray area in the
announcement," said a person familiar
with FEMA's handling of the situation. "I
do believe FEMA is committed to making an announcement about their specifications for CAP 1.1 during the first quarter of 2009. We are just not sure what
those specifications will be."
Botterell also speculates that any decisions made by FEMA could be "up for
grabs" again when anew administration
takes over in Washington, with possible
leadership changes at the DHS and
FEMA at the beginning of the year.
FEMA's July announcement did not
address the issue of the funding and training that likely will be needed for emergency mangers to originate CAP messages for nextgen EAS properly. e
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Will PPM Rollout Continue as Planned?
Controversy Sparks Subpoena, FCC Petition;
Meanwhile, Meaning of 'Digital Radio' Evolves
by Leslie Stimson
COLUMBIA, Md. On Oct. 8 the
Arbitron Portable People Meter is set to
become the way listeners are measured in
eight more markets.
However, a coalition of advertising,
lobbying and ownership groups representing owners of black and Hispanic-formatted radio stations has asked the Federal
Communications Commission to conduct
an inquiry into the methodology Arbitron
uses for the new measurement technology
— and possibly delay the rollout.
In New York, the state attorney general
has begun an investigation of the PPM; the
New York City Council was expected to
ask the FCC to do the same. Subsequently,
New Jersey's attorney general also subpoenaed information from Arbitron.
The Association of Hispanic Advertising Agencies, the Spanish Radio
Association, the National Association of
Black Owned Broadcasters, the Minority
Media and Telecommunications Council
and several broadcasters — Entravision,
Spanish Broadcasting Systems, Univision,
ICBC Broadcast Holdings and Border
Media — filed an emergency petition
under Section 403 of the Communications
Act asking the commission to open an
inquiry into the methodology Arbitron
uses for the new measurement technology.
"The PPM," the companies stated,
"grossly undercounts and misrepresents
the number and loyalty of minority radio

listeners." The FCC sought comments on
the petition to MB Docket 08-187 until
Sept. 24, and replies until Oct. 6, although
late comments may still be filed.
In response to a question from Radio
World, FCC Chairman Kevin Martin said
the agency turned around the petition
quickly "due to the seriousness of the situation. We typically take comments and
then decide what to do."
The companies have had talks with
Arbitron for nearly two years seeking
PPM improvement, they say. The PPM is
used in Philadelphia and Houston. On Oct.
8, it's scheduled to "go live" in more markets, including the top four: New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago and San FranciscoSan Jose, as well as Riverside- San
Bernadino, Calif. The New York Metro
includes embedded markets NassauSuffolk and Middlesex-Somerset-Union.
"Most advertisers are likely to accept
Arbitron's assertion that the PPM results
are more accurate than the diary results,
and in light of Arbitron's undisputed
monopoly position will have no alternative but to rely on Arbitron's flawed
data," the companies wrote.
"This will lead to drastically lower
advertising revenues for urban and
Hispanic formatted stations" after the
Oct. 8switchover.
Arbitron said in a statement that the
PPM is a reliable survey tool and that it
has increased its PPM sample sizes for
urban and Hispanic markets.

What Is aRadio
Station?
Arbitron now defines a "radio station" as:

An Internet stream of agovernment-licensed station

How Digital Stations Are Identified
in Arbitron's Systems and Reports
Band ID

Station

Example

AM

Analog AM station

WAAA-AM

FM

Analog FM station

WBBB-FM

HA

Digital AM station

WAAA-HA

HF

Digital FM station

WBBB-HF

IA

Internet stream of an
AM station

WAAA-IA

IF

Internet stream of an
FM station

WBBB-IF

F2, F3...F9

HD-multicast station

WBBB-F2,

G2, G3...G9

about 'digital
radio' listening
as measured in
11 markets by PPM,
the top-performing
channels were all
online streams.
work with our critics to find solutions
should not be interpreted as our submitting to the FCC's authority."
New York Attorney General Andrew
Cuomo said in aSept. 9 letter to Arbitron
Chairman/President/CEO Steve Morris
that he's concerned the PPM "may have a
dramatically negative impact on minority
broadcasting in New York." In asubpoena that week, Cuomo's office requested
PPM documents dating to 2003. The
paperwork was due Sept. 19.
Responding to the subpoena, Arbitron
reiterated that the PPM is more accurate

'Digital radio' is online
Separately, Arbitron recently briefed
program consultants about its first "digital radio" results for PPM.
The company's definition of "digital
radio" includes the Web streams of
encoded stations, as well as the encoded
air signals of HD Radio stations, both
main and multicast.
In the first findings about " digital
radio" listening as measured in 11 markets
by PPM, the top- performing channels
were all online streams. Four Internet
streams from commercial stations had
PPM numbers large enough to make their
local Arbitron Radio Market Reports for
July: WBEB(FM) Philadelphia, WPLJ
(FM), New York; WLTW(FM), New
York; and KDAY(FM), Redondo Beach,
See PPM, page 8

Crediting Reporting Digital Radio in Arbitron's Syndicated Services

Station Type

Definition

HD-primary
station

+
2
Band ID

HD1

WAAA-HF

"The digital version

WAAA-HA

DIARY.

HD-multicast
stations

DIARY

I
i
ncluded
n PUR?
YES

of an analog station"

Station Estimates Reported?

PPM:
Included
in PUMM?

PPM:
Station Estimates
Reported?

YES. Credit is assigned to the station and is
included in the estimates published for the
analog station.

YES

YES

NO. Credit is assigned to the individual station,

YES

YES

YES

YES. Station will be

HD2, HD3, HD4

WAAA-F2

"The stations

WAAA-F3

between the
stations"

WAAA-F4

Internet stream
of an AM station

Internet AM

WAAA-IA

Internet Stream
of an FM station

Internet FM

WAAA-IF

YES

YES, if the FM station and Internet stream
requested TLR. If the stations did not request
TLR, then estimates are not reported for the
Internet station.

YES

YES. Station will be
reported separately
if TLR is not

Internet stream
of an HO.
multicast station

Internet multicast

WAAA-G2

YES

NO. Credit is assigned to the Internet station,

YES

YES. Station will be
reported separately
if TLR is not
requested.

Internet-only
radio

Streamed audio that

Potentially, satellite radio channels from Me or SIRIUS
Potentially, stations that are not government-licensed

In the first findings

The table below summarizes Arbitron's crediting and reporting policy for digital radio stations in both the diary and PPM services.

A government-licensed AM or FM station (as it always has)
An HD Radio (primary or multicast) station

"Arbitron maintains that the FCC does
not have jurisdiction over the company or
its operations and assets and consequently lacks the authority to commence a
Section 403 investigation.
"Nevertheless, we remain committed
to continue our voluntary meetings with
the FCC. Our voluntary cooperation to
explain how PPM works and to offer to

than the diary. "The company maintains
that its Portable People Meter radio ratings service is fair, reliable and fully represents the diversity of New York radio
markets. The media industry has demanded a more precise and credible measurement tool for radio just as they have for
other media."
Legal experts predicted the FCC
would be loath to get in the middle of
contract disputes between FCC licensees
and third parties.
Some observers noted that while
Arbitron is on firm ground with its PPM
methodology, politically it might help the
company if it didn't enjoy avirtual monopoly in the field of radio audience research.
Slowing the PPM rollout again would
hurt Arbitron financially. It is operating
both the diary and PPM ratings services
in several markets with only one — the
diary — bringing in revenue.

YES

but estimates for the station are not reported.

YES

YES, if the AM station and Internet stream
requested TLR. If the stations did not request
TLR, then estimates are not reported for the
Internet station.

reported separately
if TLR is not
requested.

requested.

but estimates for the station are not reported.

WAAA-G3

N/A

NO

NO

NO

NO

CAAA-SA

YES

NO. Credit is assigned to the satellite channel,
but estimates for the station are
not reported.

NO'

NO'

CAM- IS

YES

NO

NO'

NO'

N/A

NO

NO

NO

NO

is not broadcast in
any form
Ex: Pandora.com

Satellite radio

A channel
broadcast by either
XM or SIRIUS

Internet stream

Satellite radio
delivered via

WBBB-F3

of asatellite
radio channel

The Internet stream of an

WBBB-G2,

Non- licensed

Pirate radio stations,

HD-multicast station

WBBB-G3

radio

shortwave radio,
subcarriers

Internet

Effecthre for the Summer 2008 Diary survey and the July 2008 PPM report period.
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Conventions' Journalists are Real-World Super Heroes
Once every four years, the two major US political parties roll out the red
carpet and prepare to officially nominate their party's candidates for the
Presidency of the United States. Journalists from all over the world are in
attendance, grabbing interviews as well as offering coverage and commentary. It's exceptionally fast paced, dense with opportunities to grab
passing dignitaries or pundits and put them on the air. The best possible
way to be ready is to have ACCESS and ahuge number of them did.
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular,
satellite, POTS (yep, ACCESS safull featured POTS codec and works
seamlessly with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—plus some services you
may not have even heard of. Given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real time
over most available IP connections.
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Unlike the Eureka- 147 system, where
more transmitters are necessary to cover
the territory, the FMeXtra system uses a
station's existing analog transmitter network to get optimal coverage, according
to Josiassen.
With an auction for DAB frequencies
planned for later this year, the commercial radio market is now eyeing possible
DIGITARL
alternatives.
In anext step, Talpa Radio wants to set
ers will hear no degradation,
up adistribution deal to supply
but they cannot hear the
the necessary receivers to the
FMeXtra signals.
public. "The AAC radios are
Netherlands- based
available in the Benelux," said
Terneuzen equipped the Talpa
Josiassen, referring to the ecoFM transmitters with the
nomic union in Western
FMeXtra carriers. The compaEurope that includes neighborny is also offering FMeXtra
ing monarchies Belgium, the
receivers to consumers.
Netherlands and Luxembourg.
According to Josiassen, the
"But we want to team up
big advantage of FMeXtra is
with a number of manufacturJan-Willem
that the signal uses a station's
ers like Terratec to distribute
Brüggenwirth
existing infrastructure. "As for
our own brand of FMeXtra
our studio environment," he said, " the
receivers. Our plans are to get them in the
only thing that had to be done is to include
shops this fall."
separate protocols for FMeXtra. For
Talpa wants to play arole in the distriinstance, you cannot add additional probution of the AAC radios in shops, supercessing to improve sound quality," he said.
markets and entertainment stores, both in
the Netherlands and abroad, backed by a
Clear statement
campaign to promote its brand of
"FMeXtra is a supplemental way of
receivers.
broadcasting. The future will tell whether
Marc Maes is a media and music
it will become an alternative for DAB,"
industry journalist based in Antwerp,
said Josiassen.
Belgium.

FMeXtra Gives Talpa aLift
Station Is First in the Netherlands to Use
The Digital Radio Express System
by Marc Maes
HILVERSUM, Netherlands The
Talpa Radio group is using FMeXtra
technology from California-based Digital
Radio Express to digitize the FM subcarriers of Radio 538, apopular FM station
targeting younger audiences.
Talpa is using the additional capacity
of its signal at 102 FM MHz to multicast
content of oldies- formatted Radio 10
Gold and hip-hop station Juize FM.
This is the first broadcaster in the
Netherlands to use FMeXtra technology.
"The extra digital signal stream is part
of Talpa Radio's desire to improve and
expand its broadcast capacity. And digital broadcasts within the existing FM
license could provide the answer to the
current shortage in FM frequencies,"
said Jan-Willem Brüggenwirth, director
of Talpa Radio.
Extra capacity
"We want to make optimal use of the
frequencies we have," said Brüggenwirth.
"By digitizing our in-house infrastructure

PPM
Continued from page 6

Calif., part of the Los Angeles market.
In the August report released in September, that number rose to 11 streams, probably because there are fewer holidays in
August to dampen listening, executives said.
PPM digital listening is a "workplace
phenomenon and is concentrated among
college-educated listeners," said Arbitron
Senior Vice President of Marketing Bill
Rose. Online listening is divided almost
exactly 50/50 between men and women,
and skewed 25-54.
Of some 16,000 PPM panelists, some
1,200 listened to online radio in July.
Such listening accounted for 7 percent of
the total tune- in from encoded stations
for the month.
In September, 395 eligible entities had
encoded and were ready to report in the
first 13 PPM markets. The 395 includes
260 HD Radio/Internet stations, 93 HD2
stations, 24 combo HD2/Web stations, 13
HD3 stations and five combo HD Radio/
Web streams.
Internet-only stations and podcasts are
not measured by PPM.
In response to aquery by Radio World,
Arbitron said online radio is still in its
early evolution. Many stations are not
matching their exact on- air broadcast
schedule or not streaming at all because
of the performance royalty situation.
Rose said its results are consistent with
Arbitron's streaming media measurement
partner, Comscore.
HD-R listening
While the PPM detected " small quantities of tuning" to HD Radio stations —
main channel or multicasts — that listening is " not significant" at this moment,
Rose said.
HD Radio stations, like others, must
meet Arbitron's minimum reporting standard, a .495 Cume Rating, or about half

and offering all
of our signals
centralized in a
Media Gateway, allowing us to monitor
exactly who is taking what content, we
now offer our audience three stations in
perfect quality," he said.
The key to the FMeXtra system is the
unused capacity available on an analog
FM signal. This capacity allows the offering of options like RDS, TMC and extra
stations.
"What we do is add an extra data
channel alongside these options, and
stream it as an AAC+ protocol," said
Alexander Josiassen, head of the Talpa
Radio technical department.
"Basically," said Josiassen, " we use
the same capacity as the traffic information but supply an audio signal over the
available 56 kbps." The extra capacity
carries the Radio 10 Gold and Juize FM
content alongside Radio 538.
Listeners must have areceiver capable
of decoding the multicast if they wish to
hear the extra stations. Standard receivers
still receive the analog signal and listen-

of 1percent of the market population.
Three of the four Internet streams that
made their local PPM July books were
Internet streams of stations that are broadcasting both analog and HD Radio signals.
However HD Radio broadcasts, the main
or multicast IBOC channels of stations
mentioned above, did not make the July
PPM market reports for their markets.
Program consultants just shook their
heads " no" when asked by Radio World
if they thought HD Radio main or multicast stations would have enough listening
to soon make the PPM market reports.
They cited unevenness across the country
in the quality of programming on multicast channels, thwarting consumer awareness of the HD2 stations, they felt.
Clearly reported digital station listening is included in Persons Using Radio
estimates ( for a market) for PPM and
diary reports.
Of the four stations whose Web
streams made the July market report for
PPM, three, WBEB in Philly and WLTW
and WPLJ in New York, are transmitting
both in analog and in HD Radio and have
at least one multicast channel apiece. The
fourth station, L.A.'s KDAY, doesn't
appear to be transmitting in IBOC and is
in the midst of an FM tower build.
Beyond 'AM & FM'
One thing Arbitron said it heard repeatedly from customers as it was developing
areporting policy for digital radio was the
need to identify uniquely and unambiguously so that both stations and advertisers
can identify and trend performance of a
broadcaster's analog broadcast station, its
analog Internet stream and its HD Radio
and multicast signals.
Arbitron has developed new labels to
identify the different types of stations in its
systems and reports based on PPM data.
For example, in addition to " AM" and
"FM" for analog designations after astation's calls, digital designations are " HA"
for an AM digital station and " HF" for an

radio

FM digital station. When digital stations
meet the minimum reporting requirements, they'll be listed as unique stations,
but for now, they'd be listed along with
all of astation's other channels in the station information profile in the market
report or e-book.
Thus an FM IBOC main FM would
appear as " WBBB-HF" in the PPM
report. Internet stations are "IA" for AM
and "IF' for FM.
Multicast stations are now " F2" or
"F3" and so on. The Internet stream of an
HD Radio multicast station is designated
by a "G2" or "G3" and so on after the
calls, such as WAAA-G2.
PPM and socks
And finally, some techie PPM tidbits.
The PPM meter can detect home and
out-of-home listening. But whether the
meter exposure is in-car, at the mall or at
work is alevel of granularity not provided at the moment.
Arbitron can tell if the meter was in
motion, whether it was set down, the battery failed or the unit was re-charged. If
the meter does not move for 20 minutes,
it goes into sleep mode silently, with no
beep. The PPM is still recording listening
in that mode, according to the audience
research firm.
And what of people who listen to the
radio as they fall asleep? That listening is
credited for one hour.
One of the consultants at the Arbitron
event in August asked about the meter:
"The fashion police have been telling
guys to get their cell phones off their belt.
So where else can aguy wear it?"
The answer: On a lanyard, or a badge
from work, in pockets or even clipped to
the inside of their socks — as some construction workers do. Many women carry
the meter in their purse.
Arbitron said the PPM is calibrated to
hear sounds that the human ear can
detect, so it can still detect encoded signals through fabrics.

e

Newswatch
Continued from page 2

quality sound, vs. 17 percent in 2006.
Significantly, 8 percent now volunteer
that HD Radio delivers more stations or
choices, vs. only 1percent two years ago.
On the downside, the research also finds
continued misconceptions about HD
Radio. Now, 7 percent indicate that HD
radio is satellite radio, up from 3 percent
in 2006. And 3percent think they receive
HD Radio even though they have not
purchased an HD-capable receiver.
NETIA ACQUIRED: Netia has been
acquired by GlobeCast.
The buyer is a subsidiary of France
Telecom and is a provider of content
management and transmission services
for broadcasters. It runs a satellite and
fibre network for content delivery to
direct-to-home satellite platforms; cable,
IPTV, mobile and broadband headends;
and corporate and digital signage networks. It has SNG vehicles to support
video coverage of events.
Netia is aprovider of software for television and radio content. Its product
line includes Radio-Assist, OpenNet and
Media Logging.
INDY WORKSHOP: The Indiana
Broadcasters Association's Annual
Engineer Workshop is set for Oct. 20 and
21 in Indianapolis.
The event, open to broadcast engineers
throughout the Midwest, will feature sessions on the broadcast engineering practices, HD Radio, facility maintenance,
FCC compliance and DTV.
Sponsors include Harris Broadcast,
Nautel, Rohde & Schwarz, Tektronix,
Broadcast Electronics, Dielectric, Belden,
Mainesource, Microwave Radio Communications and Broadcasters General
Store. It will be held at the Sheraton
Indianapolis Hotel and Suites.

WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS

Z/IP: THE WORLD'S MOST RELIABLE IP CODEC
Just what you'd expect from aZephyrTm.
IP offers clear advantages with regard to cost, ubiquity, and mobility. But also, new challenges. That's why Telos
developed ACTT"' - Agile Connection Technology. Working in concert with MPEG-ELD, the world's most advanced
coding technology, ACT continuously monitors the connection, adjusting the buffer and bitrate to compensate
cynamically for network conditions. It does so automatically and without audible artifacts to keep delay as low as
possible and quality as high as possible.

AUDIO INETWORKS
Telos, ACT". Zephyr and Zephyr/IP are -eg stered trademarks of TLS Corp. 02008. All Rights Reserved
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Home- Brew Projects Demonstrate Ingenuity
ters to troubleshoot because of all that
metering. The rigs were easiest to repair,
"Home-brew" devices seem to catch
too, since all the parts were everyday
an engineer's eye. Idon't know if it's the
components you could pick up at any
ingenuity aspect, the construction time
electronics supplier.
involved or the thrill of doing it yourself.
According to John, this transmitter is
Younger engineers missed out on the
still on the air! John is now manager of
Heathkit era, when athick catalog from
broadcast business development for Latin
that company offered a variety of elecAmerica at iBiquity Digital. He can be
tronic kits you could build (check out
reached at jschneid93@gmail.com.
www.heathkit-museum.com).
Oh, to have the time to build someJohn Schneider, formerly BE sales
thing like this.
manager for the Latin Americas, sent in
Over the years, one of the most amazFig. 1. It's a picture of a home-brew 1 ing things to me is how forgiving eleckW AM transmitter that Luis Silva sent
tronic circuits are. Poor solder joints,
to him from Quito, Ecuador. Obviously
under-rated parts, inadequate cooling —
the "designer" had seen a Fritz Bauer
and the circuit still works.
transmitter!
Sometimes, home-brew can be used in
Bauer metered everything, and manumodem settings, as we'll see. Meantime,
factured one of the easiest tube transmitSee HOME BREW, page 11
by John Bisset

Fig. 2: A few bulbs, wood and wire make up this home-brew dummy load,
used to load test uninterruptible power suppliers.

Fig. 3: The completed UPS load tester, with UPS and Fluke meter.

Fig. 1: A home-brew broadcast transmitter in Ecuador.
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An all-digital Stereo " Utility Processor" for leveling and peak control
lnovonics' 261 is a low-cost option to fill your everyday
processing needs. It features gated, gain- riding AGC,
platform- based average level compression, tight look- ahead'
peak control and independent pre- emphasis- protection
limiting. Processing functions may be called up independently
or combined into acomprehensive leveling system.
The 261 can tame amic channel, normalize levels between

music and voice tracks, protect an SIL, and give yeoman's
service as a standalone LPFM processor. Basic processing

straightforward DSP design uses processing algorithms that

parameters are adjustable through quick and easy menu driven setup, yet not to an extent that will ever get you into

tallies give warnings of dead- air and out- of- limits operation,
and firmware updates are easily installed in the field.

trouble. The 261 just can't be made to sound bad.
The 261 accepts analog or digital inputs, and both analog
and digital outputs are available simultaneously. Its
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are sonically colorless. Front- panel alarms and rear- panel
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Inovonics
Fair
1305
Ave. • Santa Cru,
95060
TEL: ( 831) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
www.inovon.corn • e-mail: info@inovon.corn
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Home Brew
Continued from page 10
thank you John for this reminder of our
collective humble beginnings.
I'm sure every reader remembers something he or she designed and built. For me,
it was an overload indicator panel for an
RCA transmitter. Pretty colored incandescent lamps were arranged on arack panel
to indicate specific overload conditions.
Ihad the fortune to be at the station
when the old rig was decommissioned
and was given the panel as a souvenir.
One look at the solder job I'd done 20
years earlier, and Iwhisked it away to my
car's trunk. Icouldn't believe how sloppy. But it worked, and the chief engineer
at the time installed it, despite my feeble
attempts at soldering.
We all have to start learning somewhere.

the opportunity to test that one yet! As for
batteries, Harry's got a local electronic
distributor that provides new batteries and
recycles the old. For more information,
head to www.moyerelectronics.com.
Harry also suggests you pick up a
package of Quill color coding dots, 3/4
inch in diameter. He uses these to mark
the date of battery replacement and purchase invoice number. Stick the dot on
the unit, and now you have avisual indication of when the UPS was serviced. It
also makes the information handy if you
need warranty details for the battery.
Harry Bingaman can be reached at
kc3qhmbeaol.com.
* * *
If you're doing UPS maintenance, one
more thing to keep in mind, and it only

I Radio World

is fed by aparticular UPS.
Labeling even the smaller units
can make troubleshooting easier in
the panic that can ensue when these
AUDIO ROUTER RACK Sr i RACK
devices fail. Michael Saffell is the
engineering manager at New
SA S ROUTER ISDN. MATRIX
ALARMS. STLS. MART,.
Hampshire Public Radio. He can
EAS ENDEC. COMPELLORS. BURK ALARMS. CAS RECEIVERS
be reached at msaffellenhpr.org.
John Bisset has worked as a
FM R ECEIVER S
chief engineer and contract engineer for 39 years. He is the northeast regional sales manager for
Broadcast Electronics and in 2007
Fig. 4: Easy and smart: Identify the
received the SBE's Educator of the
equipment served by your UPS.
Year Award. Reach him at (571)
takes afew minutes.
217-9386 or jbissetebdcast.com. Faxed
Follow the example of the engineers at
submissions can be sent to (603) 472New Hampshire Public Radio and label
4944.
the UPS with the equipment it backs up.
Submissions for this column are
Seen in Fig. 4, this information can be
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertificritical in evaluating the equipment that
cation credit.

e

Antiquated IP Audio

* * *
Home-brew circuits don't have to be
fancy, either. Sometimes the simpler the
design, the more useful they are.
Sunbury Broadcasting's Harry Bingaman uses the small- and medium-sized
Tripp Lite UPS units, like the Internet
500U (a300 watt unit) for his critical studio and rack equipment. They are small,
relatively inexpensive workhorses. For his
servers, Harry uses two Tripp Lite Smart
Pro 500 rack-mount UPS systems. These
handle things well until the emergency
gen set comes online.
Current Tripp Lite units can be found
at www.tripplite.com. Type INTERNET550U,
SMART5OORT1U
or
SMART100ORMIU into the Search field.
The smaller units are used in offices.
The larger models are rack mount, and
can be purchased with a NIC card that
comes with free software. This feature
permits control and monitoring of the
UPS, and on some models, an e-mail
warning if problems develop.
As apart of any good backup power
system, the UPS batteries need periodic
replacement. Harry came up with a
home-brew UPS dummy load, which he
uses to test each UPS under load. His
design scheme is one that will make you
smile; it's shown in Fig. 2.
Harry took a piece of lumber and
mounted 110 VAC light sockets on it,
connecting them in parallel. The sockets
are spread far enough apart that the higher wattage 250 W "flood" light bulbs can
be screwed into two of the sockets; 100
W bulbs go in the last two sockets.
In his first iteration of this test load,
Harry used plain old AC lamp sockets.
He improved on the design by choosing
the sockets that had an on/off pull chain.
This way, he could add "load" by simply
pulling the necessary chains to switch the
bulbs into the circuit, rather than screwing and unscrewing bulbs — which get
pretty hot during use!
As seen in Fig. 3, in addition to the
sockets, Harry added an ammeter and
some binding posts to connect his Fluke
VOM and frequency meters. Harry also
added aswitch box that will remove AC
power without having to pull the plug on
the UPS. This makes for simple "power
failure" simulations and rounds out the
UPS testing before putting the units back
on line.
Harry writes that he also made a "Big
Bertha" model, using two 650 W tower
bulbs with the Mogul bases. He hasn't had
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Give Lightning aPlace to Go
Final Steps in Creating Your Facility's
Effective Lightning Protection Scheme
by W.C. Alexander
This is the last in a three-part series,
archived under Tech Tips at radioworld.com.
The heart of any effective lightning
protection scheme is a central ground
system.
Such a system is shown in the diagram. Some call this a "star" grounding
scheme because of the way all the ground
conductors return to a central point or
reference ground.
If the transmitter building is located
very near the tower, this ground can be
the same as that for the tower itself. In
many cases, however, there will be some
distance between the tower and transmitter building, and in those instances,
another array of ground rods should be
provided.
All conductors operating at ground
potential that enter or leave the transmitter building, including transmission lines,
control cable shields and conduits, should
be bonded to this ground array.
A single conductor from the ground rod
array should be brought into the transmitter building via the shortest and straightest
route possible. The point where it enters
the building becomes the center of the
"star," or the point to which everything in
the building is grounded. This is called the
"station reference ground."
All grounds in the building, including
the safety ground of the electrical system
(service entrance ground) and the ground
conductors from all the equipment and
outlets, then connect to this point. The
diagram shows a properly designed station grounding scheme.
Protect and defend
Beware of having a separate ground
rod connected to the electrical service
entrance: Such separate rods are standard
practice, but having a separate rod connected can spell trouble as ahuge potential can develop between the station reference ground and aseparate rod outside
the system.
We ( unknowingly) made this mistake
at one of our FM sites in Michigan a
number of years ago. Lightning hit the

tower and the lightning current flowed
down the rigid transmission line to the
main transmitter, then through the transmitter chassis seeking the power company ground.

of an AM radial ground system coming
into the transmitter building from the
tower(s), be sure to connect it to the station reference ground.
If there is no such strap coming from
the tower(s), you do not specifically need
one, but an advantageous location for a
transmitter building is often at the end of
the ground system at the end of the trans-

in on the transmission line outer conductor can flow through the short copper
path to the ground conductor and not
through the metal of the cabinet.
Remember that such currents create a
strong magnetic field that will induce
currents into nearby unshielded conductors. By keeping surge currents out of the
cabinet steel, this keeps them out of the
transmitter's wiring harness as well.
If the site has three-phase power, when
it comes to lightning protection, a "wye"
secondary on the utility power feed is
preferable. This type of connection has

Transmitter Building

Rack &
Other Equipment

Transmitter

Toroid Cores

AC
Dist.
Panel

To AC
Power

Reference
Ground

—

Phase
Phase
Ground
Su ge
Protecto

Ground Rod
Array
Transmission Line

To
Tower

Proper grounding within a broadcast transmitter installation.
The Continental transmitter had two
rows of fuses on the front panel of the
power supply cabinet, and every one of
those fuse holders was vaporized, leaving
only the charred wire ends.
The investigation revealed adefective
tower base electrode connection and no
connection between the electrical service
entrance ground and the station reference
ground. Those items were corrected and
we have since sustained numerous hits
without further significant damage.
If you have aground strap or terminus

verse ground strap. If this is the case, that
strap may have been extended to connect
inside the building.
When connecting transmitters, racks
and other equipment to the reference
ground, it is important to do so in such a
way that lightning currents will not flow
through the equipment cabinets en route
to ground.
On a transmitter, for example, make
the ground connection as close to the RF
output connection as possible. In that
way, residual lightning currents coming

QUDI

several advantages, the most important of
which are that every leg is referenced to
ground ( balanced with respect to ground)
and the lower voltage ( 208) is easier to
clamp in surge conditions.
Unless you specify a208 volt wye, the
utility company will probably provide a
delta. Worse, they will probably save
themselves atransformer and provide an
open delta, which is terrible from alightning protection standpoint. Note, 480
volt users will already have a wye conSee LIGHTNING, page 14
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Lightning
Continued from page 12

figuration, so the above won't be afactor.
Most all broadcast transmitters ( with
the exception of 50 kW AM rigs) will
operate just fine on anything over 200
volts, so switching to 208 volts will pose
no problems. A change of taps should be
all that is required.
Beware, however, of the increase in
current. Service conductors and disconnects sized for 240 volt operation may be
too small for use at 208 volts. If undersized conductors are not replaced with
those of appropriate size, a fire hazard
will exist.
Suppression
A good surge suppressor is the only
way to minimize lightning transients on
the incoming utility power. These devices
range from inexpensive " kamikaze"
devices that work one time and have to
be replaced, to very expensive series/
shunt devices.
Somewhere in between is an economical device that will adequately protect the
equipment at most every broadcast facility without breaking the bank.
The metal-oxide varistor ( MOV) is at
the heart of most shunt-type surge suppressors. These devices conduct when the
potential across them exceeds athreshold
voltage. The devices must be rated to carry
most of the anticipated lightning current.
This may seem like an impossible
specification, but the device only has to
carry the current for a very short period
of time.
Modern surge suppressors are available
with fused MOVs in many voltage ratings
that will hold up well under typical lightning surge conditions, clamping the AC
line to ground during the surge and thus
protecting equipment downstream.
The fuses are designed to act slowly,
holding their state for the short duration
of the surge but blowing if the MOV
becomes shorted as a result of excess
current. The affected MOVs and fuses

The heart of any effective lightning
protection scheme is a central
ground system.

can then be replaced and the effectiveness of the surge suppressor restored.
Be sure to install the surge suppressor
downstream of the main fused disconnect
at the site. The ground connection from
the surge suppressor must connect to the
station reference ground. All the conductors to the surge suppressor must be relatively large, as the instantaneous currents
that they will be called upon to carry can
be substantial.
When it comes to surge suppression,
the best policy is to buy all you can
afford. If the budget can sustain a
$10,000 series- shunt type, this will provide a high degree of protection. If the
little " kamikaze" cans are all that the
budget will stand, buy and install them.
Any working surge suppression is bet-

ter than none. In practical terms, the insurance deductibles and premium increases
you will save may well pay for one of the
more expensive units in just afew years.
Filter
The final step in creating an effective
lightning protection scheme is to build a
low-pass filter into all your power, control and monitor cables.
This is easily done by placing a
toroidal core over the conductors. This
effectively forms an RF choke that presents a very high impedance to fast risetime lightning and lightning- induced
energy. Such cores are available from
most mail-order electronic parts houses,
and they come in avariety of sizes.
One such core should be placed over

KINTRL-J:\Ti
lirinFUEW

DAD / DAN / NDA
PHASING SYSTEM
910kHz
50/12.5 kW

PHONE

1-423-878-3141

www.lantronic.com

FAX:

1-423-878-4224

each of the cables entering a transmitter
cabinet or rack. Run all the AC power
wires through a single toroid. Pass the
remote control cable through acore, and
do the same with any small coaxial feeds
(RF drive, mod monitor sample, etc.).
Finally, for transmission lines up to and
including 3-inch, install one or more cores
on the cable just above the connector.
Larger, rigid transmission lines should
be installed so that they form a " trombone" section, making at least three 90degree turns before connecting to the
transmitter. The 90- degree bends also
present a high impedance to lightning
and lightning-induced energy.
Elsewhere
The same principles we've discussed
can also be applied at studio locations.
If there is an STL tower, make sure it is
properly connected to aground electrode
array. Connect all transmission lines to
that array where they leave the tower.
Use a "star" grounding scheme in the
studio building with all leads returned to
the center of that "star." Make certain that
the ground return point from anywhere to
anywhere does not go through another
piece of equipment. Use toroids on all lowvoltage wires, and employ as much surge
suppression as the situation can afford.
Iused to tell people that the only certain way to protect apiece of equipment
from lightning is to completely disconnect it from the outside world, including
power, antenna, audio, data and control
cables, and then put it under the bed
where you are sleeping.
The device may still get hit, but then so
would you, so it wouldn't matter anymore.
That remains true. It really is impossible to protect anything from lightning
completely, but by giving lightning a
place to go that is away from our equipment and by making our equipment unattractive to lightning currents, we can
eliminate most of the damage.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting Company.
The Society of Broadcast Engineers
named him recipient of its Broadcast
Engineer of the Year Award.
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The Big Picture

Just How Important Is It for the Radio Industry?

Photo: (jury Hayes. BBC

the industry. A few success stories on
podcast sponsorship and voluntary listenSince its origins in 2004, podcasting
•Consider also that, like all online
er contributions do already exist, mostly
has come from aleading-edge concept to
media, podcasts are inherently personalwithin the public radio sector.
part of the general media landscape. But
ized, and they allow the listener to select
There are also those who feel that, like
opinions still vary widely on its current
the content, and then pause, rewind and
wireless Internet radio, podcasting is yet
and future importance.
fast-forward it while listening — none of
another way to feed radio content to
Looking back, there's one
younger audiences who
thing that most agree upon,
don't listen much to
and which this column prebroadcast radio. In their
dicted in the March 16, 2005
view, it's therefore too
by Skip Pizzi
KPBS These Days
issue: The early fascination
early
to tell what the ultiIf people are buzzing about something in San Diego, you'll hear about it on These Days,
with podcasts by amateurs
KPBS Radio's morning talk show. The two-hour program focuses on the i
ssues, events and
mate impact of podcastcultural trends that shape San Diego and California.
has largely given way to the
ing will be.
New audience measurement technolopros, with most audio podThen there's the comgy eventually could improve on the
casts today originating from
pared-to-what analysis,
uncertainty-of-listening issue, but overall
Weekend Preview: The Women, Back, Back, Back, Dying City, Night Sky.
within the traditional radio
by which those 1- in- 5 podcasting's net business impact likely
110/12/21100 02702 PM
content industry.
podcast numbers look
will remain relatively small for some
Two Pays S the Old Gabe awn ow 'swerves «tent.. as dots aOw saaetl (Moo City at Ckwret Theates Well tat theater on Pas «lawn of the
There is good reason for
pretty good in contrast to
time.
Weekeral Preoew
this, but also significant
HD Radio penetration to
Perhaps the best way for radio broaddoubt as to whether or how
date.
casters to use podcasts today is to proC« Piet Pottosat //)
much positive benefit flows
But podcasting's value
mote them as avalue-add to their most
Qtwojner/a"wje_y_wkt01
llitst_Glew3T.W1/11
kape.tiergaiow
Pow Seta Web Reeg
to the radio industry as a
is perhaps most suspect
motivated audience sectors, providing a
7Weekly Cialsom Foetal Lessors, looloop for sane Dance Sa0a
Alkortakan.usad. eurn0a OVID,
Salsa % Sac Well Lore Wee
atone o Cuba • 100, ot CO,
been. t nekonged I
Venne.VAI 1,10 weals rd1St you want today urneed ustenogl
result. Let's consider both of
when it comes to scruti"premium listening experience" (i.e., perthese factors.
ny of its business model.
sonalized, interactive, etc.) for their
ortioCoonle
Because a downfavorite shows. In this respect, podcasts
RaDio TIVo
loaded podcast may nevcan also be a brand- strengthener for
Chinese-American Falls in Love with True Chinese Cuisine
There are several real
er actually be listened to,
broadcasters, on both the national and
advantages to podcasts for
yet each download costs
local levels.
00/11/211111oen PM
radio.
the broadcaster some
So for now, podcasting remains but
Arnenuns low 177 •-• ,ocl But one Atnencan nwend to Ow. and tell to mush o low wan Pe arid Meese toed and culture that Sr. went n to
First, the content already
bandwidth expense, the
one viable arrow in the broadcaster's
The site Podcasting Station helps visitors find
podcast delivery model
is produced for broadcast in
growing quiver. Only time will tell how
podcast content — here, programming from KPBS.
most cases (that's how these
could be characterized as
far it flies, and if its aim is true.
podcasts become popular,
"we-pay- you-to-( possiSee related commentary on page 44.
since most users have first become aware
which is yet offered by regular radio, of
bly)-listen," which is afar cry from the
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
course. Finally, podcasts often include
traditional broadcast approach.
of the programs over the air), so there is
Radio World.
little extra work required.
some textual or graphical metadata, and
Thus offering podcasts of existing
some even offer segmentation for
improved navigation within a long-form
radio programs maximizes the utility of
their production cost by providing an
program (
e.g., moving between songs in
a music show, or between stories in a
alternate platform by which listeners can
news magazine).
access the shows.
With all these additional attributes,
there's alot to like for listeners who have
a favorite radio show that they don't
want to ever miss. Besides giving them
OF OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY AND EXPENSIVE
The podcast delivery
confidence that they will always catch
DOWNTIME BROUGHT ON BY UNPREDICTABLE EDUIPMENT AND ERRATIC SERVICE
the program, they don't have to make an
model could be
appointment to do so, and they can play
it when their schedule permits (stopping
characterized as
and starting as necessary), or hear it mul'we-pay-you-totiple times if they want to. They can also
burn it to CD, send it to others or add it
(possibly)-listen.'
to aplaylist with other podcasts or songs
from their library to program their own
radio-like stream (acommon application
of podcasts by commuters).
Second, podcasting's use of syndicaSince there still is no widely available
tion (i.e., subscription) makes them easier
DVR-like product for radio, podcasts
provide the next best thing.
to access than some other alternate platforms like standard downloads or
Pod wars
Internet radio.
For podcasts, the listener only needs to
Nevertheless, recent data shows that
podcast listening is still afringe phenomperform an online access task once, and
enon, and has not yet broken through to
future episodes of a repeating program
widespread or mainstream usage.
series continue to simply show up on
A recent Pew report shows that fewer
their PCs and handhelds until the listener
than one in five Americans has ever
tells them to stop.
downloaded a podcast, and fewer than
Third, podcasts are inherently portable
PTEK builds and servi ,eR th ,'most relrable soli istate FM transmit'
in the
one in five of those users receives one on
for most users, because they usually are
industry, backed by unparalleled customer senice. Our customers enjoy reduced
any given day.
synced automatically between the PC on
downtime and lower maintenance costs thanks to PTEK's superior performance
Although these numbers have grown
which they are initially captured and any
and reliability. Our products employ the latest tchnologies and are built in the
by about 60 percent since asimilar study
associated handheld device(s). The latter
USA at our facility in Silicon Valley.
conducted in 2006, respected radio indusin turn can be easily set to play into any
try analysts like Mark Ramsey and Kurt
(non- PC) audio system in the home or
Hanson remain unimpressed. Hanson
office, connected via wire or wireless to
Serving the Broadcast World
feels that podcasting has not lived up to
automotive sound systems, or used for
Supere performance aid miablity - Made in the _ISA
Unparalleled customer service
its hype, while Ramsey labels it still a
personal listening via headphones.
niche element.
So unlike Internet radio, podcasts
Others feel differently, however. A
already reach almost every place that
panel at the NAB Radio Show extolled
broadcast radio does — plus afew that it
Find out more at www.ptekpowercorn
the virtues of podcasting, claiming that it
doesn't (like the underground portions of
can generate measurable new revenue for
alistener's commute, for example).
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A Clean, Dry Line Is aHappy Line
But Tell Us Something We Didn't Know.
Here Are Some Tips for the Real World
by Stephen M. Poole
As Iwrite, the depleted remnants of atropical storm
are finally moving out of the area, leaving behind several inches of rain, some flooding and scattered power
outages.
Not nearly as bad as Katrina or Ivan, mind, but we've
had non-stop rain for days now. This was the latest event
in what has turned out to be a very hot, humid and
stoimy season.
WYDE(FM)'s main antenna recently had been damaged by lightning. But after replacing the top bay, we
were still getting alot of reflected power, so we had no
choice but to take the antenna apart one section at a
time.
When the crew got to bay No. 6, they found that the
bullets had cooked off, burning the line for several feet
in each direction. Molten copper had dripped down into
the line below the burnout as well.
Not good. We had no choice but to drop the entire
antenna to the ground for a complete cleanout and
rebuild.
We ordered Teflon insulators and bullets from ERI —
Ihad some Dielectric inner sections on hand — and got
to work.
The biggest problem — once again — was the
humidity. Each night we'd store everything in the airconditioned transmitter building and all that metal
would get cold. As soon as we'd move it outside, moisture would condense with avengeance.

The Andrew MT- 2000
that we use at WYDE(FM)
has given me some ideas.

We had water streaming everywhere. When you add
in the fact that we were sweating like mad, it was just a
glorious thing. We went through several rolls of shop
towels and ahalf gallon of denatured alcohol just keeping everything clean and dry while we reassembled it.
This is something the books and engineering papers
don't adequately cover, even though it definitely falls
under the heading of "things you need to know as a
broadcast engineer." The references just say helpful
things like "the inside of the line must be absolutely
clean and dry" and "don't get finger oil, grime or sweat
on the connectors."
What they don't tell you is how to accomplish this
when it's 95 degrees at 85 percent relative humidity! I'd
like to share afew tips, most of which come from this
most recent experience with WYDE.

of 4-inch rigid line. Even with that industrial-strength
dehydrator doing the work, it still takes hours to fill
those lines. Fortunately, this thing doesn't use adesiccant chamber; it has amembrane-type dryer. But after
looking closely, Irealized that the bulk of the moisture
removal happens before it gets to the membrane.
Fig. 2 is a simplified diagram that shows how
Andrew has combined atrick from industrial pressurization with that membrane to produce 2 SCFM at adew
point of —50 degrees.
Any time you pressurize air, the temperature and the
dew point (the temperature at which water vapor condenses) will go up. Most simple desiccant-type dehydrators operate at relatively low pressures, so this isn't an
issue with them. But once you get above 30 PSIG
(approximately three atmospheres), the rise becomes
significant.

Coalescing
Filter
Membrane
Dryer

Inlet Dust
Filter

Dry Air
Out
Cooler \Vater
Drain
Compressor

Simplified functional diagram of
the Andrew MT-2000.

Fig. 1: Burned-out bullet at bay No. 6
in WYDE's antenna.
PSIG with adew point of at least —20 degrees (the lower, the better).
Many engineers just use commercially-bottled nitrogen and aregulator. This has the virtue of simplicity, but
it also has drawbacks. You have to pay for regular deliveries and the tanks are bulky and heavy. The worst
downside is that if Bubba uses your tower for target
practice and punctures aline, that nitrogen will quickly
be exhausted. A pump-driven system that uses free air
might be able to hold enough positive pressure on that
line to keep out the rain until repairs can be started.
You shouldn't just use astock two-gallon compressor
from the local auto parts store to fill a line. The air
around us, even in asealed building with HVAC, will
have water vapor in it. Standard HVAC units aren't
designed to remove all moisture, because people will
complain if the air is too dry. This isn't aproblem at the
home or office, but that air simply isn't suitable for pressurizing atransmission line.
While an air-conditioned transmitter building will certainly help, you have to take an extra step to make that
free air really dry. That's where adehydrator comes in.

Dehydration
The simplest dehydrator pushes air at relatively low
pressure through adesiccant chamber and then into the
line. This works fine in many cases, though you do need
to monitor the desiccant and replace or recharge it when
A little is too much
it becomes moist. Typically, the desiccant (or awindow
Of course, the references are absolutely right: Even a filled with indicating grains) will change color when it's
small amount of moisture in an air-dielectric transmistime to service the unit.
sion line can cause corrosion, signal losses and arcing.
Be prepared for when the HVAC fails, too! As Fay
It's also true that no line is perfectly sealed, especialswept through our area, the air conditioner died at
ly not as it ages and the seals become less flexible. Then
another station, WXJC(AM). The emergency ventilayou add the real-world component. One part of a line
tion kicked on, pulling thousands of cubic feet of
that's in direct sunlight could be extremely hot ( I've
warm, moisture- saturated air into the building.
measured 180 degrees myself) while 50 feet away, a WXJC's dehydrator decided to top off the transmission
section that's in shade is much cooler ( same case, I lines right about then ... and the desiccant was fouled
measured 80 degrees — a100 degree difference).
in asingle fill.
This causes uneven expansion and contraction, exacTo be safe, especially if you live in ahumid climate
erbating the problem. Plus, a section that's extremely
like ours, you really need to remove as much bulk
hot at midday will cool down after dark, so you could
moisture as possible before the air even gets to the
have achange of over 100 degrees in amatter of hours,
dehydrator.
further stressing the line.
As it turns out, the Andrew MT-2000 that we use at
To help keep moisture out, the standard practice is to
WYDE(FM) has given me some ideas.
pressurize the line with dry gas; typical values are 3-5
That site has 1,300 feet of 5-inch coax and 1,000 feet

Here's the trick as shown in that diagram. If you cool
the hot air from the compressor while maintaining that
high pressure, the water vapor condenses into a liquid
that can easily be removed with asimple moisture separator or coalescing filter. A large workshop compressor
might have abig aftercooler with a fan; the MT-2000
gets by just fine with asimple passive radiator. The coalescing filters do the heavy lifting and the membrane
dryer just does the "finish" work, lowering the final output to adew point of at least —50 degrees.
How effective is this? While Iwas purging and refilling WYDE's line with our current horrible humidity, the
coalescing filters ( the MT- 2000 actually has two of
them, in series) got waterlogged more than once. Had all
of that moisture made it to the membrane, it probably
would have become fouled.
That gave me some ideas for my other dehydrators
that Ihope to report on later. Simply putting acoalescing filter in front of a low-pressure pump won't really
help, but I'm looking at away to duplicate this effect
with all of our dehydrators here.
Practical purging
When installing a new line, or after repairs to an
existing one, you have to nid it of all moisture, dirt and
contaminants.
While doing the assembly, use denatured alcohol and
plenty of dry rags to wipe all surfaces thoroughly. With
rigid line, take one of the inners and make a swab of
shop towels; push it through several times. Then wipe
the inner. Once you're done and everything has been put
together, it's time to do the final purge.
The standard method is to fill the line, drain it, refill it
and repeat several times. Jim Coleman of Southern
Broadcast Services showed me a better way several
years ago (and he says that he, in turn, learned it from an
engineer named Dean Shepherd).
He recommends that you vacuum the line. At very
low pressure, water boils at room temperature. When
you refill the line with clean, dry air, it'll take longer
(because you have to add one atmosphere of pressure
plus the 3-5 pounds that you normally want), but trust
me, this works — especially in the real world here in
Alabama, where just popping a line for a minute to
check aconnector can result in alot of moisture sneaking in.
You can buy astandard vacuum pump, or you might
modify your dehydrator to do this. Go to Lowe's or
Home Depot and buy some ball valves and extra fittings
so that you can quickly switch your transmission line to
the inlet or outlet. But be careful not to leave the presSee MOISTURE, page 20
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Harris is Committed to
People

Technology

Service

Broadcast Radio

Hlarnis is ful ydedicated to broadcast radio. How do we demonstrate that commitment? By ensuring that all
our products meet the highest standards of reliability. By using best- in- class processes to bring innovative
technologies to the market. By actively participating in the development of new technological standards.
And by prioritizing quality and responsiveness to customer needs.
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What About aBroadcast Consultant?
Areas in Which Your Station Might Benefit;
Questions to Ask When Choosing One
by Tom Osenkowsky
Engineering consultants often are
called upon to offer their expertise in
matters concerning signal coverage
improvement, AM directional antenna
optimization such as necessitated by
IBOC, interference/RFR issue resolution
and maximizing vertical real estate
potential.
Many times, broadcasters have afacility that fails to cover their desired audience. This usually is due to expansion in
previously undeveloped areas. What once
were farmlands and landfills have developed into shopping centers and condominium complexes.
Markets as defined by ratings firms
dictate the necessity for providing adequate signal outside the original coverage
design criteria.
Many AM transmitter sites were chosen 60 or more years ago when the audience was centered in different geographic
areas than at present.
Older antenna designs are inefficient
compared to today's computer-designed
optimized arrays.
Computers and other electronic equipment may diminish reception due to inter-

ference. Receivers inside metallic buildings may necessitate astronger received
signal. Increases in the value of antenna
site real estate may dictate relocation or
sharing asite with other broadcasters.
Techniques such as multiplexing, where
two or more stations share the same antenna system, boosters, translators, site
moves and optimized antennas are tools
that can be used to improve coverage.
Engineering consultants can assist in
these scenarios.
... So little time
Iasked consultants about the typical
questions and concerns they receive from
clients.
"This morning's first phone call was
from a potential purchaser of a house
near a local antenna farm. Last week
included acall about lightning protection.
An inquiry from an existing client related
to a20-year-old mistake by the FCC in a
license grant.
"This morning's first task was an STA
application to extend FCC Rules
§73.1615 authority for aclient's station
that is implementing a new DA pattern.
This morning's next task will be regarding an impedance match network, and

following that, atask to design isolation for aUHF antenna on an AM
antenna system."
The range of questions on which a
consultant can assist is wide.
A potential homeowner may have
questions regarding radiofrequency
radiation and/or interference to consumer electronic devices given their
proximity to an antenna farm.
A client may be concerned regarding a facility's susceptibility to lightning damage and what measures can be
taken to minimize it.
How can astation address an error with
the FCC in alicense grant that occurred
long ago? How can a.client get an extension of Special Temporary Authority to
operate at variance while an AM directional array is under modification.
What is the proper isolation on atower
to allow an AM station to realize revenue

An important
ingredient is rapport
with this person, to
whom you are
entrusting your
facility. Also, just
as with medical

Compare

decisions, get a

Apples To Apples

...and you'll find
you get the
"sweetest" deals from
Broadcast Depot!

Broadcast Depot

Broadcast Equipment
For Every Application
Contact Chuck Maines at Broadcast Depot to get your next quote.

Email: cmaines@7bd.com

Iwww.7bd.com

Toll- Free: 877-90-BDNOW (23669)

I Fax:

765-983-3817

second and even
third opinion.

from leasing space to a UHF television
broadcaster's antenna? What is the
impedance matching network design that
will permit optimized bandwidth for the
AM station? How can the station design
an effective studio-transmitter link, file
for it and do the frequency coordination?
Other inquiries concern both AM and
FM IBOC installations. What equipment
do Ineed? Which method is best for FM
IBOC? Does our antenna system meet
the minimum requirements? If not, what
steps are needed to make it so? What are
the predicted costs?
With increased real estate values for
land that was once on the outskirts of

Moisture
Continued from page 18
sure gauges on your transmission line
connected when you vacuum; it'll "suck
the needle backwards," which will make
the gauge inaccurate at best, and could
even destroy it in the worst case.
(Speaking from sad experience — you
can profit from my dumb mistake.)
How low can you go with the pressure? Jim (and common sense) says that
you shouldn't do this with thin-walled
waveguide; a hard vacuum will cause it
to collapse. But with most any standard
50 ohm coax or hard line, you can vacuum that line as low as your equipment
will take it.
As Jim says, let it run until the pump
starts growling! If you don't have avacu-

•
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town, many AM directional stations find
themselves with the opportunity to cash
in on the sale of the antenna property.
Local zoning rules may make it difficult,
or impossible, to relocate towers.
One solution is to diplex, or transmit
two or more signals from asingle tower
(for non-directional) or multiple towers
for directional modes. This minimizes the
need for real estate while maximizing
profit from aland sale. Many such multiplexed systems are in operation.
More popular is the multi-station FM
antenna system. In major cities such as
New York, Chicago and others, master
FM antennas are common due to the limited number of tall buildings or towers.
For IBOC operation, bandwidth is a
concern for both AM and FM stations.
For directional AM, both impedance and
pattern bandwidth are important.
Ask around
How do you choose aconsultant? First
define your needs as specifically as possible.
If you know another broadcaster who
faced asituation similar to yours, contact
them and ask which consultant they
employed and what their experiences,
positive or negative, were.
If such information presents aconflict,
the consultant may have filed the FCC
application. If so, his/her name would be
on the application. This information can
be obtained from FCC public records.
Approach several consultants. Ask
them how they would treat your needs.
Ask for references and their experiences
See CONSULT, page 23

um gauge, monitor the output fitting with
amoistened finger: when the line is evacuated, no air will be coming out of the
pump. Do not apply power to the line
while it's under vacuum.
You want the pressure as low as possible to get alow boiling point, which will
help remove even tiny droplets of moisture that might have lodged in the little
nooks and crannies. Once you've drained
the line as low as you can get it, wait a
few hours for the temperature to stabilize,
then refill it with clean, dry air. If you
can't get ahard vacuum (or close to it),
repeat this process acouple of times.
Stephen M. Poole, CBRE, AMD,
CBNT, is with Crawford Broadcasting in
Birmingham, Ala., and wrote aversion of
this article for the company's Local
Oscillator newsletter. He is also afrequent contributor to Radio World.
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Speedy - fast CD ripping with
automatic file tagging.

AudioScience - professional
sound cams built for broadcast.
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congratulates RF Specialties on their
25th anniversary of " unparalled service and
product selection" for the broadcast industry

\\
Join in the celebration and take advantage of
special pricing on these hot products:

D-75 Radio Console

Contact Us Today at one
of Our Principal Office

AP- 200ù Audio Processor

R-3D

Radio Console

Locations:

RF Specialties of Missouri, Inc.
Ph: 800-467-7373
Chris Kreger, John Sims, Rick Funk

RF Specialties of Georgia
Ph: 800-476-8943
Chris Hall, Bill Hoisington

RF Specialties of Washington, Inc.
Ph: 800-735-7051
Bob Trimble, Walt Lowery

RF Specialties of Asia Corporation
Ph: + 63-2-412-4327
Ed Edmiston, Maricel Laxamana

RF Specialties of Texas, Inc.
Ph: 800-537-1801
Don Jones

RF Specialties of California
Ph: 800-346-6434
Sam Lane, Bill Newbrough,
Paul Black

RF Specialties of Pennsylvania, Inc.
Ph: 866-736-3736
Dave Edmiston, Ed Young,
Harry Larkin

Ph: 888-839-7373
Wray Reed

For more info on our 14 office locations, products, and services visit: www.rfspecialties.com
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Logitek Moves Into the JetStream

Continued from page 20

in similar situations.
Clarence Beverage, a partner in
Communications Technologies Inc., said
he hears these questions from clients:
"What are your and your firm's particular
areas of expertise? Have you done work
for any other clients in my geographic
area? If so, would you mind if Ispoke with
one or two? Why do Ineed FCC legal
counsel in addition to your services; can
you give me references in this regard?"
Iasked one consultant how new clients
are treated when they approach the firm.
"When we talk with apotential client
we simply tell them what we think we
can do for them. It's often useful to
describe our work on aprevious similar
project. If we can't do anything useful or
interesting, we tell them so. If we have a
conflict of interest we have a ( very!)
short list of other firms we send them to,
usually to a specific engineer who we
know is knowledgeable and experienced
on the subject at hand."
Relevant information may include the
consultant's experience in filing FCC
applications, interacting with the commission's engineering staff and equipment
manufacturers as well as knowledge of
related fields such as aviation, architecture, structural issues, zoning and so forth.
One resource is the Association of
Federal Communications Consulting
Engineers (AFCCE). Many consultants
are members of this organization. Its list
is at www.afcce.orglMembers.htm.
Another is the Society of Broadcast
Engineers. Its Web site is www.sbe.org. A
list of SBE members who offer contract
and/or consulting work is at www.
sbe.orglres_eng.php.
Recommendations from fellow broadcasters, your communications counsel,
equipment manufacturers and suppliers
should yield ideas to explore.
One important ingredient is rapport
with the person to whom you entrust your
facility. Also, just as with medical decisions, get asecond and even third opinion.
In some cases, you may have more
than one option. Some consultants may
have tools such as software or experience
with FCC policies (as opposed to rules)
that can aid in your situation.
In one specific case we heard about, it
was possible to nearly quadruple an FM
station's audience by decreasing power
(Class B to B1 change) and relocating the
tower inland near the population center. A
consultant may be able to assist your facility with upgrades or improvements that
increase audience, revenue and worth.
Tom Osenkowsky is aradio engineering
consultant based in Brookfield, Conn. He
was an associate editor of the Tenth Edition
of the NAB Engineering Handbook.
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Logitek Electronic Systems has
a new routing platform, the
-.
JetStream series; first in the line is
the JetStream Mini.
.11111H1Hin .
"The JetStream represents the
next generation of IP-based audio routing systems, - said
President Tag Borland. The JetStream features a variety of
inputs, outputs and controllers. Eight input/output card slots
on the backplane can facilitate any combination of analog,
digital (AES or S/PDIF) or 48 V microphone preamp. Cards
are interfaced with StudioHub+ Ri45 connectors.
Also available are four control surface interface ports, two
USB ports, an external sync interface, aDVI monitor output
for use with vScreen and two Gigabit Ethernet ports. Silent
operation is facilitated by fanless convection cooling.
One JetStream Mini can talk to four control surfaces. The

external sync can control all
JetStreams in anetwork. "Just enter
- 11111111111%
the names of the channels and the
JetStream will do everything else. It
acquires addresses, advertises its
shared channels and makes alist of sources offered by other
JetStream units on the network," said Borland.
A single-studio operation with a Remora control surface
costs less than $8,000; anetworked studio is about $ 10,000,
Borland said.
Separately, Logitek said it has chosen the Radio Systems
StudioHub+ system as an input/output form factor.
According to Borland, " The StudioHub+ system has
become the wiring standard in radio installations over the past
several years."
Info: www.logitekaudio.com.

"The WorldNet Oslo has provided
asingle, high quality, integrated
solution to our STL needs."
Cris Alexander CPBE, AMD, ORB
Director of Engineering,

Ron

Crawford Broadcasting

The choice of professional broadcasters
throughout the US & Canada, the
WorldNet Oslo offers everything you
could want from a studio transmitter
link including a flexible, upgradeable
platform, high quality audio and 2117/365
reliability.

ibk›

-At Crawford Broadcasting, we are currently running the WorldNet Oslo
in two markets, Portland and Detroit.

In both locations, our network consists of the APT units running over T1
and conveying both analog and digital program audio from the studio
to the transmitter site. We also use the WorldNet Oslo to carry data,
including serial remote control, HD Radio Program Associated Data or
PAD, and to bring other studio LAN functions to the transmitter site.

KKPZ Portland Studio

Designed to transport
both compressed and uncompressed
linear audio along with voice and data
over Ti & IP links, the WorldNet Oslo has
the capacity for up to 28 mono channels
or 14 stereo pairs.
As well as linear audio and MPEG L2,
the WorldNet Oslo also supports 16
or 24- bit Enhanced apt- X® offering
cascade- resilient, near-lossless audio
quality with under 2ms delay.
Redundant
Power Supplies,
-hotswappable - cards, automatic back-up
and a DSP-based architecture ensure
unparalleled reliability to keep your
station on the air under even the most
stressful of circumstances.
All unit settings can be managed
remotely using APT's highly acclaimed
Codec Management System ' CMS);
a powerful graphical user interface
that provides extensive configuration,
control and fault monitoring capability of
multiple WorldNet Oslos and other APT
IP Audio Codecs.
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In Portland, the station's satellite receivers are located at the transmitter
site and so, in addition to the STL functionality, the WorldNet Oslos are
also serving as multi- channel backhaul, bringing demodulated satellite
feeds back to the studio for air and recording for later broadcast.
We're running Enhanced apt-X® coding which ensures our multiple
channels of audio and data will fit easily in the T1 link without
compromising the quality of our output. Additional card capacity in the
units also enables us to run back-up feeds to the transmitter should the
primary source fail.
I've been particularly pleased with the performance of
the WorldNet Oslo and the flexibility,
reliability and quality
it offers."
APT Ltd
4,/. Stenciler Street, Suite 1,
.116
4.eertoWn MA 02472
T. 800 955-'4"PIX IT: 617 923-2260.
E. infofdaptx.com IW. www.aptx.com

Can aradio console be over- engineered?
(Only if you think "good enough" really is good enough.)

"OCD" redefined

Did we say "mic processing"? You

old-school analog consoles with

Building great consoles is more than punching

innovative new technology

bet. Every voice channel gets

holes in sheet metal and stuffing afew switches

to produce bullet-proof

studio- grade compression,

in them. Building a great console takes time,

boards that can actually

de-essing and expansion

brain- power

make shows run smoother

from the processing experts

and

determination.

That's

why

we've hired brilliant engineers who are certified

at Omnia, plus three- band

and sound better.

parametric EQ to sweeten

"OCD": Obsessive Console Designers, driven
to create the most useful, powerful, hardest-

And we invented a way to

working consoles in the world.

network
and

studios,

consoles

audio equipment

using

_are , rr ilin9.

---

Ethernet. It's called Livewire"",

How It began

reaso nthese

Tbere so

e

consoles es

Ax io

de

boorcl
-° P
5
oswe ide •
n1000
studi

mor ethe

the deal. There's even
built-in

headphone

processing so you don't

have to waste money building aseparate

"20- odd years ago," says Axia President Michael

and it's now an industry standard.

side- chain just for the studio cans.

"Catfish" Dosch, " Iwas designing custom consoles

Livewire carries hundreds of channels of real-

for recording studios. Somebody at PR&E - it

time, uncompressed audio plus synchronized

Jocks have complained for years that making a

was still called Pacific Recorders then - liked

control logic and program-associated data on

mix- minus is too hard — so Element constructs

what Iwas doing and invited me to move there.

just one skinny CAT- 6 cable.

mix- minuses automatically. Plus, mix- minus
settings are saved for each audio source, so that

Work with Jack Williams, the guy who practically
Lots of well-known broadcast

sources, backfeed and machine logic all load at

console? Ijumped at the

software and hardware companies (over two

once. And every fader has a "Talkback" key to

chance; BMX consoles

dozen already) now make products that work

communicate with phone callers, remote talent

ultra- reliable,

directly with Livewire. Thanks to this scalable

or other studios using the console mic.

sounded great, and

network technology, integrated router control

invented the modern radio

were

nearly indestructible!

is astandard feature of every Element. Any source
in any studio can be loaded on any fader with

"PR&E was adream job. Jack

no need for add-on panels.

taught me how to design consoles without
compromise — how to over-engineer them.

And Livewire lets you bring computer audio into

It's great to see, 15 or 20 years later, that many

the air chain without going through multiple

of the boards Idesigned are still on the air.

A/D/A conversions. Our IP-Audio Driver lets
you connect computers directly to the

"By the late 1990s, computers and routing
switchers were becoming an essential part of the
broadcast studio, and I'd been thinking about

network without any intermediate I/O
— all that's needed is a CAT- 5 cable
' and your computer's Ethernet port.

how useful it would be to combine console,

Element frames are constructed
from custom aluminum extrusions for maximum
rigidity. Module face plates and console side panels are machined fro
thick plate aluminum. Even the hand rest is a beefy extrusion. With all ti
heavy metal, even that ham-handed overnight jock won't be able to dent

router, and computer network. Ishared some

Feature packed

of my ideas with Steve Church, who'd introduced

Board-ops told us they wanted aconsole that's

digital phone hybrids and ISDN codecs to

powerful, yet easy to use. So we designed

Speaking of phones, board-

radio. He thought the same way Idid about

Element to be user-friendly, yet still have all the

ops have enough distractions

computers in radio studios, and we decided to

power of afull-on production board.

without having to reach for
an outboard phone control

work together."
For example, Element Show Profiles can recall

panel. Element has hybrid

Anew kind of console

each operator's favorite settings with the push

controls

In 2003, Axia was launched to make digital

of abutton — audio sources, fader assignments,

faders for Telos talkshow

consoles, but with atwist: Axia consoles would

monitor settings and more. And each jock's Show

systems; there's even a dial

be integrated with the routing switcher, and

Profile contains personalized Mic Processing

pad so jocks can dial, pick

networked to share resources

and Voice EQ settings that load every time

up, screen and drop calls

and capabilities throughout the

they're on the air (so the midday

studio complex. This intelligent

guy will stop badgering you

network of studio devices lets

for "just a little more low

with

dedicated

without ever diverting their
attention from the console.

Axia build consoles that are

end"). There's even a "panic

Nearly every air talent has accidentally changed

more powerful and easier to

button": one keypress returns

afader's audio source while it was on-the-air. To

a Show Profile to its default

prevent that error, Element "queues" source

state instantly. ( No more 3A.M.

changes: the operator must turn the fader off

use than ever.

"Help!" calls.)

Our team of engineers
blended the best ideas from
---••••••14%
First Axia console prototype. Nice test stonu,

before the next assigned source "takes".

The radio console, redefined.

First,

Element was designed to fulfill either aproduction

machined aluminum extrusions for

Element is fabricated from thick,

Element uses high- impact
Lexan overlays with color

or on-air role, with amazingly powerful features

rigidity and RF immunity. The result:

waiting just beneath the intuitive surface. For

a board that will stand up to

back, where it can't

instance, Element can mix in 5.1 Surround as well

nearly anything.

rub off. And instead

and

as stereo. That's standard; nothing extra to buy
With so many devices in the

Sends and two Aux Returns, so production guys

studio these days, the last thing

can use their favorite outboard

anyone needs is gear with a noisy cooling

boxes.

on

the

of just sticking the

(except more speakers). There are four stereo Aux
FX

printing

Lexan to the top of the
module like some folks do,
our overlays are inlaid on the

Great for custom IFB

fan. That's why Element's power- supply is

milled aluminum module faces

feeds, too.

fanless, for perfectly silent in-studio operation.

to keep the edges from cracking and

Got aPA mixer tucked

Element modules are hot-swappable, of course,

For extra protection, there are custom bezels

away

a studio

and quickly removable. They connect to the

around faders, switches and buttons to guard

corner to mix mics

frame via CAT-5, so pulling one is as simple as

those edges, too. Element modules will look

for live performers,

removing two screws and unplugging an Ri

great for years.

peeling — expensive to make, but worth it.

Clear the junk out of your studio.
ixers built in
Element has 8subm
.

in

talk shows and such? Element has 8 Virtual
Mixers —

no

outboard

gear

— no motherboard or edge connectors here.
By the way, those on/off keys, fader knobs and

needed

411.111b

Faders take massive abuse. The

bezels are our own design, custom- molded

allowing tight integration with automation and

ones used in other

to give positive tactile feedback. The switch

satellite systems.

consoles have a

is flush with the bezel, so it's easy to find by

big

And

the Virtual

Mixers

emulate

ACU-1s

top

touch. But if something gets dropped on it, the

You can administer Element remotely, from

that sucks in dirt,

slot on

bezel keeps the switch from being accidentally

home, the airport — wherever there's network

crumbs and liquid like the government sucks in

access. A password- protected web server lets

taxes. By contrast, our silky-smooth conductive-

you examine the state of the console, see

plastic faders actuate from the side, so grunge

More than just products

what's on the air and even fix operator mistakes,

can't get in. And our rotary controls are high-

Catfish learned something else important from

activated.

without ever leaving the comfort of that new

end optical encoders, rated for more than five

his time at PR&E: " Even the best products are

Aeron' desk chair you (ahem) "requisitioned"

million rotations. No wipers to clean or wear

nothing without great support." So Axia employs

from the Sales department.

out — they'll last so long, they'll outlive your

an amazing network of people to provide the

mother-in-law (and that's saying something).

best support possible: Application Engineers with
years of experience mapping out radio studios...

Element's

avionics -

the most knowledgeable, friendly sales people

grade switches are

in the biz... Support Engineers who were formerly

cut from the same

broadcast engineers. Plus agenius design team,

cloth.

software authors who dream code... one of the

Our

design

team was so obsessed

largest R&D teams in broadcast.

with finding the perfect
long- life components that

And now Axia has become radio's

they actually built a mechanical "finger" to

first console company to offer 24/7

Small VU meters mounted at desk level

test switches! Some supposedly " long life"

support, 365 days ayear. Chances are

are hard to read, so we re- invented the

switches failed after just 100,000 activations;

you'll never need that assistance, but if

traditional meter bridge. Element's big

when they found the switches used in Element,

you do, we'll be ready for you. Our 'round-

meters are presented on an easy-to- read

they shut off the machine after 2 million

the-clock help line is + 1-216-622-0247.

computer monitor along with large analog

operations and declared a winner. (The losers

and digital clocks, evert and countdown

got all- expense- paid vacations to the landfill.)

Proudly Over-Engineered

timers, and tallies that light when mics

Are Axia consoles over- engineered? You bet. If

are open, delay is active, or during

Individual components are easy to service, too.

you're looking for a cheap, disposable console,

phone calls. You can even customize the

Faders come out after removing just two screws.

there are plenty out there — but this ain't it.

display by adding your station's logo.

Switches and rotary volume controls are likewise

Not everyone appreciates this kind of attention

easy to access. And all lamps are LEDs, so you'll

to detail, but if you're one who seeks out and

likely never need to replace them.

appreciates excellence wherever you may find

Beneath the surface
There's more to building a great board than

it... Axia consoles are built just for you.

just features. Consoles have to be rugged, to

Engineers have said for years that console

perform flawlessly 24/7, 365 days-a-year, for years

finishes don't stand up to day-to-day use. Silk-

at a time. So when it came time to choose the

screened graphics wear off; plastic overlays last

components that would go into Element, we

longer, but they crack and chip — especially

literally scoured the globe for the absolute best

around switches and fader slots, where fingers

parts — parts that would take the torture that

can easily get cut on the sharp, splintered

jocks dish out on adaily basis.

edges. We decided that we could do better.
www.AxiaAudio.com
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Classic Gear Hobby Keeps History Alive
Former Engineer Collects Cart Machines and
Anything With a Gates Label on It
by Bill Kauffman
With almost a half- century in the
broadcasting business, Icollect antique
radio equipment and refurbish it to resell
or collect for myself. My favorite trolling
ground for the Gates Yard consoles and
cart machines that fill my two studios:
eBay. But first alittle background.
The year: 1961. Iwas 14 when Iwon a
guest announcer contest at WEZN(AM)
1600, a 500 watt two- tower DAD in
Elizabethtown, Pa. The prize: A gateway
for asummer job at this local radio outlet.
Bootleg radio
This was not the first time Ihad an
interest in a radio station. My brother
Ross, chief engineer at a local television
station, and Ihad our own bootleg radio
station in the garage at home. On occasion, Ross also would let me, his budding
broadcaster prodigy, run the Saturday
morning programming at the TV station.
For me, the prize from the 1961 contest was the introduction to small- market
radio and its equipment: awell- used second-hand RCA 500L transmitter, an
Ampex 600 reel-to-reel recorder, a
Crown recorder, two Gates 16- inch
turntables, one Gates StaLevel leveling
amplifier and a Gates "The Yard" console. Plus, it was the start of my ( so far)

47- year career in radio and television
broadcasting, and my love affair with the
Gates Yard.
Three years later in 1964, as astudent
at DeVry Technical Institute, Ireceived
my first phone radio license and with it,
my first big job on the air at amajor-market radio station in Chicago.

Iloved it the first time Igave the station
ID: "This is FM for everyone, WCLM
Chicago at 101.9, broadcasting from the
site of Ft. Dearborn, the 333 building on
Michigan Ave., with a power of 60,000
watts and serving you 24 hours aday."
This great announcing job paid $ 1.75
an hour. My boss was Burt Burdeen, now
a professor at Columbia College in
Chicago. He taught this young cuss proper announcing skills, and believe me,
Burt was avery patient man. A seasoned
announcer,
Burt did the
announcing
tracks on most

Almost-underground radio — the author
at a very early gig, VVMHS.

The facilities might improve but the job
is the same: at VVHP in the mid- 1970s.

Studio applications can't have noisy cooling fans.
Middle Atlantic's Ultra- Quiet Fan Panels ( UQFP)
are designed for quiet operation. In fact, they
are so quiet and efficient you might just forget
they are there!
• Thermostatically controlled - only run when needed
• Processor- controlled variable speed
• Provides local or remote overtemp notification
• Local display for easy temperature monitoring
• Winner - SON Installation Products Award

a

Let your sound come through - not the noise.

Quiet impact.
•
Consider us platinum. rm

"

Call us for details 800-266-7225 Iwww.middleatlantic.com
EXCEPTIONAL SUPPORT & PROTECTION PRODUCTS ,'"

Author in His Milieu

Middle Atlantic Products

of the programming. These programs
were played back on aMagnecorder reelto-reel.
Some of the WCLM programming
included " Showtime on Broadway,"
"Frank Sinatra Sings," "Coffee Concert"
and the show " Meet the Dawn."
"Meet the Dawn" was my show.
Remember in 1964, Iwas in a major
market, but FM was still just the little sister of AM radio. Everyone in those days
would listen to WLS, WCFL, WMAQ,
WIND, WJJD or WON.
Although the little sister of AM,
WCLM had a great array of equipment:
Rek-O-Kut turntables, Ampex 350 reelto- reels, a Raytheon console, eight
Collins tube- type PB190 cart machines
and the Gates ST- 101, the tape deck with
the ( almost) foot- wide tape. The transmitter was amodified GE Phasitron with
the 10 kW power amp.
Ahead of its time, WCLM also broadcast background music on two subchannels, 41.5 kHz and 67 kHz. The music
was provided by Seeburg jukeboxes.
In my mind, Ihad hit the big time. I
worked across the street from the great
WLS.
Over the next decade, Iworked avariety of small-town AM stations in
Pennsylvania: WCMB, WCOY, WHAT
See GATES, page 28

Stop memorizing
audio formats,
you've got better
od
sporty
é

Extremely small & light, the Sporty Portable Reporter Codec can transmit from anywhere,
to anywhere, while simultaneously recording to USB sticks or SD cards. Sporty is arobust,
portable 4 channel studio with the most modern MPEG-4 HE AACv2 and AAC ELD audio
formats: providing " High Quality" & " Low Latency" at the touch of one button with high
capacity battery life.
Thanks to MAYAH's unique FlashCast'M technology and full support of the EBU Audio-over-IP
standard, Sporty is able to automatically connect to almost any audio codec. Ideal for
siniatiois where the destination codec is unknown.
While offering both, traditional POTS and ISDN, Sporty also opens the way to awhole new
world ot network connectivity by adding WLAN, UMTS/3G and E'hernet. Now you really can
transmit your reports home from almost anywhere in the world!
Say Hello to Sporty and Good-bye to your OB Van!

é

MAYAH Communications
Daniel Loeffler
North American Business Development
Bellingham, WA 98225
dloeffler@mayah.com
DIRECT: ( 360) 618 1474
CELL: (408) 429 5177
FAX: (408) 907 2020
www.mayah.com
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various states of disrepair. Some are so
bad, Icategorize them as "parts only"
machines. In my garage, you will find at
least 55 cart machines. My favorites are
the Collins PB150 and Collins PB190s
because they are tubes. My training at
DeVry was in vacuum tubes. Plus, these
are some of the oldest cart machines
made dating to 1959, so they tell me. My
score on these is three good out of seven
machines.
In addition, most Gates Yards usually
come without the power supply amp, so I
need to throw ab+ power supply together.

Gates
Continued from page 26

and WLAN. Then, while in the Navy
during the Vietnam era, Iworked at
WMOG, Brunswick, Ga., and, while stationed in Charleston, S.C., was one of the
emcees during the "Navy Hour" every
Saturday night on WCSC.
In 1971, Ireceived my big break, the
afternoon drive slot on WHP(AM) radio,
the CBS radio affiliate and major powerhouse, in Harrisburg, Pa. This station
owned the best equipment, the best signal
and something Inever had before: an
audience! Iwas in heaven. Gates cart
machines, Gates turntables and an RCA
BC-7audio board. At WHP, Iran the last
Arthur Godfrey show — live.
Five years later, in 1976, WHP moved
from the downtown Harrisburg high-rise
offices to a completely new, dedicated
broadcast facility featuring five fullyloaded studios. The main air studio used
aCollins IC- 10 console, and those aforementioned Gates turntables made the
move with as well.
Going one, going twice
Idiscovered eBay in 2005 as my best
place to buy Gates broadcast equipment,
and another great favorite of mine, cart
machines of any kind.
Isearch sites two times each day, and
the rotation goes like this: Spotmaster,
Tapecaster, Fidelipac, Audiopak, Gates
Radio, Gates Broadcast, Harris
Broadcast, Gates Yard, Gates Producer,

Across the room, in Studio B, you'll find
the Harris 5 mono console with
Spotmaster, IT, Sparta and BE cart
machines. In another portion of Studio B
there is aRek-O-Kut turntable to put 45s
onto carts.
The studios do get used. Ido some
voiceover work for local merchants who
are clients of my wife Barbara's PR firm.
Also, Ido DJ events that take the audience back to aday, say in 1964, and do
an hour show just for friends and family
that includes newscasts and the Top 40
music from that day.

A True Golden Oldie:
Rek-O-Kut Turntable
Collins Broadcast, RCA Broadcast,
Ampex 600 or Ampex 620.
Ialso bid on the manuals for all the
gear. My method of bidding might be
against the norm. If Iwant something, I
bid the most Iam willing to pay first.
From that moment on, Iwatch the bids
and see if Iwin it or not. Ido not add any
more bids.
Also, to get one cart machine that
works, Ineed at least three machines in

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS
New accessories! Yellovitec's award winning
product line for positioning microphones and monitors continues its
growth The modular system has
been expanded by some new
mounting options .VESA 75
Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling
Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting
Bar
and Board No I
(20"x12")

Kauffman's Prized Wall of Stuff
Once Igot lucky; one of my Yards came
with everything. However, the regulator
part of the power supply did not work. In
this case, Ibypassed the regulator and
added abuffer resistor and extra capacitance. Most Gates Yards have eight attenuators for mixing audio. The first version
had six mixable; this was the one Ifirst
used in the summer of 1961 at WEZN.
Some of the Yards use 6267 tubes in
the preamps, some 5879 tubes elsewhere.
Most of the program amps need some
renewed solder joints on the program and
preamp modules due to hairline cracks in
the phenolic board. The work is worth it
for that great tube sound.
The Kauffman basement, aka Studio
A, the entryway of which proclaims 1964
on the door, houses three stacked Yards
with an assortment of cart machines.

PRODUCT
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Every now an then, Iget asked to do
DJ " record hops" for charity along the
same lines. When Iperform, Itake a
Gates Yard, five cart machines and 400
Fidelipacs to put on ashow most people
can't believe when they see it. Plus it
takes most of the day to set up. Ido enjoy
the setup and sharing my eBay finds as
much as, Ihope, the audience loves looking at the old equipment.
For those of us who made our living in
small-market radio, it was the time of our
life. Ibelieve our communities were better
for it. Having the equipment to return to
those wonderful days is like traveling in a
time machine. For me, it is alabor of love.
Retired radio announcer Bill Kauffman
is the certified television operator at an
NBC affiliate in the 46th market. He can
be reached at wkauff I11 @ aol.com. e
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ADAM Monitors for
Multimedia Applications

-

OOP

YÉLLOWTEC

www.yellowtec.com

Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone + 49-2173-967 315
e-mail: info@yellowtec.com

German international monitor manufacturer ADAM Audio is now shipping
its A5 Powered Monitor into the U.S.
market.
The small A5 is designed for use in
multimedia applications and would be
suitable for desktop workstation, small
production room and editing bay use.
The AS is biamplified with dual 25
W amplifiers. The 5- inch woofer is
made of carbon fiber in aRohacell sandwich. The tweeter is ADAM's Accelerated
Ribbon Technology ribbon device. A metal grille protects the woofer.
Rear-panel connectors are XLR and RCA.
A new feature called Stereolink allows the AS to control the volume of other
speakers to which it is connected. The AS comes in amatte black or white finishes
but offers an optional piano black finish.
For more information, contact ADAM Audio USA at (818) 991-3800, or visit
www.adam-audio.com.
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Quickie ` Codee on the
The Cellphone IFB is a Handy Tool for TV and
Doubles as an Instant Codec for Radio
by Paul Kaminski
The Cellphone IFB from Active Media
was designed for television reporters
doing live remotes. The unit acts as a
headset with amute switch. In practice,
the TV reporter would call into the studio's IFB (
interruptible foldback mix of
program and cues) line, insert an earpiece
into the unit and can hear cues while
reporting on the air live. A lavalier microphone plugs into the unit for talkback, if
needed. The reporter flips a switch to
talk. The Cellphone IFB unit plugs into
the headset jack or proprietary input
adapter of acell phone for the feed back
to the studio.
The unit comes with a microphone
cord using TA5F connectors (which look
like tiny XLR plugs) to plug into the
body of the Cellphone IFB unit.
The Cellphone IFB weighs well less
than 8ounces with battery. It is powered
by a9 volt battery (alkaline or lithium
cells will work). Iused one 9volt battery
for all of the on-air cellphone work Idid
at Daytona Speedweeks 2008.

etc.). Flick the switch on the Cellphone
IFB to the talk position, then dial the call
to the studio. Once the connection is
made, the user can hear the studio end,
and can mute the send end (if in anoisy
environment, like aNASCAR Sprint Cup
Series Victory Lane) before the user
needs to take the air or is recorded.
In use Ifound that the Cellphone IFB
gave plenty of gain to aTelex Earset,
and the AT897/SM63 microphones on

A Typical Cellphone IFB Configuration. The microphone
and earpiece are not part of the retail package.

See CELLPHONE, page 31

NO WIRES. NO CABLES.
NO PROBLEM.

Broadcast use
Many Radio World readers (including
me) have schlepped their share of remote
mixers, microphones, cords and other
ancillary gear to impromptu remotes.
That schlepping gets especially complicated and heavy if the talent enjoys
working the crowd while broadcasting
(additional cabling required for instance).
The radio news application is obvious;
it morphs into the radio remote application. The user can substitute a handheld
XLR-connected microphone. Iused both
a Shure SM63 and Audio-Technica
AT897 to substitute for the lavalier
microphone when Itested the unit.
The set up is simple: Connect the
microphone to the unit's microphone
jack. Turn on the Cellphone IFB and plug
the output cable ( 2.5 mm TRS headset
plug) into the cellphone or its headset
adapter. Plug in an In Ear Clarifier or
Telex Earset ear piece (used by TV crews
and others like police, Secret Service,

License-Free data link delivers LAN/WAN
network and control where no wires or
cables exist.
Create your own data link to the transmitter site
with Moseley LanLink HS 900D.

Product Capsule: III

ROS, transmitter remote control, off- premises

Active Media
Cellphone IFB

servers, surveillance video and IP phones can be
implemented quickly and cost effectively. In addition,

Thumbs Up

email and Internet can now be accessed on- site.

w' Compact package, clips to
belt straps, weighs next to

Saving time and valuable resources.

nothing
/ Plenty of gain to cut through

LanLink operates in the 900 MHz ISM band requiring

background sound

no license or frequency coordination. Duplexing into

TA5F connector for microphone
prevents accidental disconnect

your existing STL antenna system eliminates additional

issue

antennas, tower leases and loading issues.
Thumbs Down
m
—

rVolume

knob can be inadvertently

turned, discharging battery if
not clipped to belt
PRICE: $ 450
CONTACT: Active Media at (250) 2131840 or visit www.cellphoneifb.com

Your link to wireless solutions.
moseleysb.corn
Dave Chancey: ( 805) 968 962
Bill Gould: ( 978) 373 630

With LanLink, the explosion of innovative and money
saving IP based applications and hardware can be
easily networked into your transmitter site today.
Contact us to learn more!
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was connected to what — and why.
Then came the task of removing the
old furniture, which was built to last long
concrete room as "The Bunker."
after those who installed it had passed on.
and We Got Dirty,
Not only would The Bunker serve to
We had to remove a wall to expand the
room into the adjoining hallway, adding
keep us on the air in the event of an
Be Happier
many more square feet to the room.
emergency, it also would be our main
There was drywalling, electrical work,
looked the part. It was acramped 7-by- studio while the real main studio was
undergoing reconstruction.
HVAC and carpeting to be done.
12-foot room with space for an operator
The new furniture was provided by
and maybe one guest.
Tear down this wall
Designcraft USA of Grand Rapids,
This grade doing amorning show with
Demolition on the main studio began
Mich. They did a wonderful job of takfour personalities, plus any guests,
uncomfortable at best.
on March 18.
ing the dimensions and layout of aroom
Additionally, the facilities simply
Chief Engineer Ron Habegger and I that did not yet exist and creating beautibegan unplugging equipment and cutting
ful and solidly built cabinetry that was
weren't designed to accommodate state-ofthe-art broadcasting tools, and it became
and backpulling cables, many of which
easy to assemble.
obvious that something had to be done.
had been abandoned in place decades
The nesw studio was conceived from
Ideas were bandied about for the better
earlier. It was part demolition, part
the get-go as adigital studio. We wanted
part of two years and adesign for anew
archaeology, trying to remember what
See WAWZ, page 32
main studio was agreed upon by the end of
2007. There was just one problem: Where
would we broadcast from in the meantime?
Another problem the station faced is its

Renovations Bring Smiles to WAWZ Crew
It Was A Hairy Six Weeks
But the Air Staff Couldn't
by Curt Yengst
WAWZ(FM) in Zarephath, N.J., "Star
99.1," originally went on the air as
WAWZ(AM) in 1931, the flagship station
of the Pillar of Fire Radio Network,
owned by Pillar of Fire International.
Back then, as with all radio programming, it was " seat-of-your-pants" live
radio, featuring preaching, live music and
church services broadcast from the
adjoining chapel.
In 1954, Pillar of Fire obtained a
license to broadcast on the new FM band.
In 1984, the AM station went dark and
the AM license was sold.

New Designcraft

USA-built studio furniture

waiting

to be installed.

The WAWZ Studio Circa 1972

New ceiling, paint, lights make a big difference.

A recent before' photo of the same studio shows a few changes.
Today, WAWZ continues to broadcast
24/7 to most of New Jersey, New York
City and eastern Pennsylvania. The format has since changed from preaching
and teaching to contemporary Christian
music. But with the advent of HD Radio
multicasting, we now provide "Teach and
Talk" programs on WAWZ-HD2 and a
blend of Christian rock, pop and hip-hop
on WAWZ-HD3, a.k.a. The Energy.
Up until April 2008, we were still
operating out of the same control room,
which was built in the early 1970s and

location in one of New Jersey's flood
zones. While we don't see post-Hurricane
Katrina-style flooding (at least not since
Floyd in 1999), the odd Nor'easter or just
aweek of solid rain can leave us with no
access to our studios.
Last year, it was decided to address
this issue by building an emergency studio at our transmitter site, located about
600 feet above sea level in nearby
Martinsville. It has everything our main
studio has, just scaled down a bit. We
lovingly refer to the small, windowless

The author, seated, and Chief Engineer Ron Habegger enjoy the new digs.
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At eight tracks, the Sound
Devices 788T is a little big
for the ENG crew, but broadcasters and independent program producers with large
ambitions might want to take
alook.
A 160 GB onboard hard disk is the media heart of this
multichannel recorder but additional storage can be had
through aCompactFlash card port or FireWire port. Windows
and Mac computers will recognize (and use) the 788T as a
standard storage volume.
Performance specs include 24-bit and 32 kHz — 48.048
kHz sample rates. File format is BWF.
Standard features include 48 V phantom power, adjustable

high-pass filters, peak limiters and word clock. Each
channel has a level control
and an LED meter.
Not surprisingly, the
788T has a number of features that video and film
sound engineers use, such as atimecode generator, tone generator, NTSC/PAL synching and mini XLR (TA3) connectors.
Portability is enhanced through Li-ion batteries.
Though it packs alot of features the 788T is approximately the size of ahardback novel and its stainless steel and aluminum case weighs less than four pounds.
For more information, contact Sound Devices at (800) 5050625 or visit www.sounddevices.com.

PHOENIX/MOBILE
Multi- Function Portable Audio Codec

Professional Broadcast
The Cellphone IFB
lets the user do an

Professional Solutions
for Remote Broadcasts

interview without
having to pass the

General features:

phone back and

• Portable Audio Codec with Ethernet

forth between the

Connectivity for doing r..motes

interviewer and

• Remote audio over any IP network,

interviewee.

right out of the box
11,

• Accommodates two optional comms

Additional features:

I/O modules
Some glitches. One was a dodgy
microphone cable that caused the signal
to cut in and out. But a quick call to
Active Media, and another was on its
way. (Ed. note: Active Media now ships
the Cellphone IFB with astronger cable.)
The other involved the plastic collar on
the knob that adjusts receive levels.
During use and transport, the plastic collar cracked off the metal base (it might
have been overtightened originally); that
had no effect on the operation on the
unit. The knob also turns on the unit and
may, if put in afanny pack, turn on and
discharge the battery.
A caveat: The unit is designed for the
Telex/In-Ear Clarifier 1/8-inch plugs and
receivers. Those professional headsets
cost somewhat more but last longer than
the inexpensive Walkman/iPod style
headphones you see almost everywhere.
Ihave Telex receivers, connector cords
and eartubes that I've used off and on for
some 20 years, and they still work and
take up hardly any space in my remote
kit. All one needs to do is replace silicone
eartips on the eartubes or eannolds from
time to time. It's aquestion of whether
one likes to buy something inexpensive
and replace it more frequently, or buy
something once, and not have to replace
it as often.
Paul Kaminski is the news director for
the Motor Sports Radio Network; contributor for CBS News, Radio; and writes
the "Radio Road Warrior" column for
Radio World. His e-mail is motorsportsradio @ msrpk.com.
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Sound Devices Ships 788T Eight-Track Recorder

Continued from page 29

the send end. The audio fidelity would
not please an audio purist, but for the
kind of ad hoc work done over cell
phones, it makes anoticeable difference,
and uses every bit of the 300 Hz — 3kHz
audio band.
If the user's cellphone does not need
a headset adapter, both units can be
clipped to the belt and the user can roam
with one hand free. My Nokia 6103 cellphone has aproprietary headset adapter,
so Ihad to hold the phone in one hand,
and the microphone in the other. This
posed no problem. So this means that
the talent who likes to work the crowd
can broadcast among the crowd, and not
be tethered to a mixer. The Cellphone
IFB lets the user do an interview without having to pass the phone back and
forth between the interviewer and interviewee. Everything necessary for an
impromptu broadcast can be fit into a
fanny pack.
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• PSTN/POTS and ISDN TELCO modules
available now - more coming soon

• Independent Main Program and

Unique design features:

• Advanced user interface & crystal clear

Coordination / Talk- Back channels
color display

• User configurable digital mixer (cross-point

ID

and summing)

• Optional high-power Li- Ion battery

Analog mic and line inp_its

• Built with ABS material and includes a
transparent protective cover

Dynamically processed analog inputs ( DLPs)

• Complete mobility: Use with shoulder strap

Mic phantom power

or place on atable top
• Compatible with most manufacturer's
codecs both in IP ( N/ACIP EBU Tech3326)
and ISDN
Superior performance at avery
competitive price

AEQ - Professional Grade Audio and Communications Equipment
• Digital And Analog Audio Consoles And Routers
• Wireless Transceivers For Radio And Television Remote Broadcasts
• Applications Include Talk Shows, Muliplexing And Multi-C_onferencing

Professional Pocket-Sized Audio Recorders
Automation Software For ON-AIR Piodudion, And News
Multiplexers, WI) Converters, Monitors, And Digital Commentary
Systems For Large Or Small Sporting Events

For prices and demos call:
Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536
Tel: 1-954-581-7999

web: www.aeqbroadcast.com
email: sales@aeqbroadcast.com
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tal outputs. Our Broadcast Electronics
AudioVault automation system feeds the
console via Digigram's miXart 8 AES
cards. From the console, the signal travels digitally to our Moseley StarLink
STL to our transmitter site, where it is
processed and fed digitally to the
Broadcast Electronics FMi 1405 transmitter. The difference in our on-air signal
was immediately apparent. We've never
sounded this clean before. No longer is
our audio going through half adozen
AID and D/A conversions and sounding
like mud when it gets there.

WAWZ
I> Continued from page 30

as many audio paths as possible to be
completely digital — from hard disk to
transmitter. The Wheatstone D-75 console helped us get there. This modular
console offered us a ton of flexibility,
with each input configurable as either
analog or digital. Yes, we still have afew
analog sources.
We had installed a smaller version of
the same console at The Bunker, using all
analog inputs. It offered amyriad of other options as well, eliminating untold feet
of now unnecessary wiring running from
room-to-room.
Our mic channels are fed by agroup
of Aphex 230 vocal processors with digi-

The Down-Under View of All the New Goodies

The Pride and Joy:
WAVVZ's New Console

Trade Up. Save Big.
Upgrade to Google Radio Automation
and keep $ 1000's in your pocket. ( But you'd better hurry.)

With a few strategically placed rigid
fiberglass panels and other accoutrements, on May 1, the new broadcast
studio for Star 99.1 made its debut.
It was a pretty hairy six weeks, and
Ron and Igot the dirtiest we've been in a
long time; but there were zero injuries
and the on-air staff couldn't be happier.
Morning show host and Program
Director Johnny Stone says he still gets
excited walking into the room every morning, and our Station Manager Scott Taylor
has recently hinted at wanting his own air
shift again. We look forward to many years
of service from this new studio.
Curt Yengst, CSRE, is the assistant
engineer for WAWZ(FM).
Got a new studio story to tell? Let us
know at radioworldenbmedia.com.
PRODUCT

GUIDE

Audix Debuts
Gooseneck USB
Microphone

Here's the deal:
Trade up to Google Radio Automation from any competing automation system before
October 31 of this year, and we'll give you our software absolutely free.
That's right--- a value worth up to $ 10,000 per station ( restrictions apply).

Hurry

this offer won't last

For complete details on this offer and to view our online demo, please visit
www.google.com/radioautomation. or call us at 800.726.8877.

Go ogle

Microphone-maker Audix is taking
aslightly different approach as it joins
the USB microphone crowd. Taking a
cue from the contractor/installation
market, Audix's USB12 has its own
gooseneck and integrated stand.
The
metal
stand also features a control
membrane for activating the microphone
and a headphone jack.
rolloff filter. The quiet carbon fiber gooseneck is 12
inches. The USB ships with
a 12 mm cardioid capsule
but swappable hypercardioid and omnidirectional
capsules are available.
The USB12 is available
in black or white finishes
and ships with a 6- foot
USB cable.
For more information,
contact Audix at ( 503)
682-6933
or
visit
www.audixusa.com.

urna 1
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Rural Radio: Where Farmers Come First
some stations. Fixed positions on the site
are sold at apremium.

Agribusiness Broadcaster Also Senses the
Importance of the Internet to Its Future
by Ken Deutsch
You might not know much about soybeans, heifers or pork bellies. But these
topics are vital to the farmers of
Nebraska.
Eric Brown and his group of radio stations specifically target people with an
interest in agribusiness in that state, a $ 10
billion industry.
Brown's
father
Max
started
KRVN(AM), Lexington in 1951, in part
because of the blizzards of late 1948 and
early 1949. Area farmers were unable to
get timely weather information, and as a
result, human lives and livestock were
lost. Max Brown believed that better
communication in this thinly populated
area was essential.
Eric Brown became station manager in
1979. Since that time he has added an
FM and four other stations across the
state. All provide information and asense
of community to his farming audience.
"We have a niche," he said. "It's oldfashioned, full-service radio. But we have
updated it by having Web sites that get up
to amillion page views each month. The
population of Nebraska is pretty small, so
the Internet is a great equalizer for rural
people. They can access our information
and make purchases without having to
drive long distances."
Brown believes that in time, his
Internet billing will equal his traditional
revenue.
"You have to realize that out here people are not listening in 75- story office

buildings," he said. "They're in these
small communities listening on farms and
in their pick-ups. The Internet is so
important to us that we launched aservice that builds customized Web sites for
our advertisers. We are in the information
business, not just the radio business."

Reaching out, touching you
There are 30 full-time and eight parttime employees at KRVN(AM/FM),
which is ahigh level of staffing by anyone's standards. This includes acouple of
26-year-old computer gurus whose iden-

Not Easily
Impressed?
Page 40
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"River 93," station engineers also service
KNEB(AM/FM), Scottsbluff, 200 miles
west of Lexington; and KTIC(AM)/
KWPN(FM), West Point, 200 miles to the
east. All are owned by Nebraska Rural
Radio Association (NRRA). But this is
not your typical group owner. NRRA
comprises 4,200 farmers and ranchers
with a nine-person board of directors.
Brown serves as secretary treasurer.
"Our owners give us input by e-mail
and letters or occasionally they'll pick up

People are not
listening in 75-story
office buildings.
They're in these
small communities
listening on farms
and in their pick-ups.

— Eric Brown
The station's Web site, www.krvn.com,
offers more than the expected market
reports, weather and news. There are podcasts of interviews and features, opportunities for people to buy and sell equipment, school lunch menus, guided trips
and tours that listeners can take around the
state and elsewhere, funeral announcements, photos of state fairs and tailgate
parties, local sports calendars and more.
Ads on this Web site are not " giveaways" for advertisers as they are on

D EVA®

Eric Brown. He is standing next to the statue Breaking News,'
which noted KRVN's 50th anniversary in 2001 and is 'dedicated to
the farm and ranch families who tune their radios to KRVN, KNEB and
KTIC for weather, markets, agricultural news and entertainment.'
tities Brown wants kept under wraps.
"It's like they're in the KRVN witness
protection program," he said. "They are
very good at what they do and we don't
want to lose them."
In addition to KRVN and its FM,

EVERY RADIO STATION NEEDS ONE!

the phone if there is something important
to talk about," said Brown. " We hold
focus groups with young farmers and
conduct audience research using a Sioux
Falls company called Ag Media
See RURAL, page 34

www.devabroadcast.com
sales@devabroadcast.com
11

> FM MODULATION MONITOR 8. RDS ANALYZER <
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This is atool to evaluate FM broadcast band congestion and to log station identification parameters The " Band
Scanner Pro" can measure RF level. MPX deviation Left & Right Audio levels. RDS and Pilot injection levels
The system is powered by the USB port of any Windows PC Supplied free of charge Windows software sweeps
the receiver across the FM band, logging every carrier and generating aspectrum display of carrier level vs.
frequency . It then analyzes each carrier and creates astation list Its interface is like aportable radio It may be
tuned manually through the receiver screen or by double-clicking apoint on the spectrum plot or an entry on the
station list Spectrum plots may be saved as JPG file The RDS data error level is graphed in aseparate window
on the receiver screen The program can be monitored with headphones plugged into astandard 1 / 8" jack
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Rural
Continued from page 33
Research. We are really in touch with the
farming community all over the state."
In 2005, Brown helped set up Rural
Lifestyle Marketing LLC, aloose confederation of stations across the upper
Midwest, and he serves as president. The
purpose of the group is to band together
to sell advertising to clients who wish to
reach the agribusiness market.
A bit of history
In 2001, Eric Brown's flagship station
marked ahalf century of broadcasting with
the publication of acommemorative paperback, " KRVN: The First 50 Years of
Service to Agriculture," by Max, Eric and
Ruth Brown. Ruth is married to Eric and is

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

...
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This year's summer promotion, Teammate Tailgate. KRVN staff travels
across Nebraska attending almost 100 fairs, rodeos, parades,
open houses and summer celebrations. This year's winner got to
drive home a bright red, new Dodge Dakota.

0

...like promotions that are easy to sell, apleasure to air, and make
you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take
amoment to visit GRACE BROADCAST.COM and check out our : 30and : 60-second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, money-making
sales helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await.
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"Just want you to know how
successful our " SHOP AT HOME"

Campaign is. So far, we have sold
29

Dick 'Noodle Soup' Klasi
and his accordion.
The station's original home.
The front half was an apartment
building, the back was a mortuary.
Brown says that's why he still
worries about dead air.
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an associate professor of communications
at the University of Nebraska at Kearney.
The book is rich with that sense of history. For example, the station was initially capitalized with $50,000, collected
from almost 5,000 people at $ 10 each.
By its charter, profits from the station
cannot revert to the owners. They are to
be used first for better radio facilities and
programming, and secondly for agricultural education, rural youth and the
College of Agriculture.
Other highlights from the book:
KRVN signed on as aday-timer at 1010
on the dial. In 1972 it received FCC
approval to kick up its power to 50,000
watts and switch to 880 kHz. Live music
filled abig part of the broadcast day with
the likes of Dick "Noodle Soup" Klasi
and his accordion, Doc and Esther
Embree on guitar and piano and Polka
Paul and his Band. Other colorful entertainers on the KRVN airwaves included
Walt Shrum and the Westernaires, Harry
Evans and the Rhythm Wranglers and
Jack Lloyd and the Happy Tones. There
are archival photos of remote broadcasts
from the Omaha Grain Exchange and
other local spots of importance.
The book is available through the station, and while much has changed since

1951, the hallmarks of KRVN remain
constant: agricultural news and more
accurate weather for the farmers.
In 2008, it is hard to find and train
good employees, but it is even more difficult to find new blood in one of the most
sparsely populated states of the union.
"It's aconstant search process," said
Brown. "We want people who enjoy a
rural lifestyle with good schools, clean
air and anice environment for families.
We pay pretty well, but Ithink our benefits package is far better than most of the
stations in the Midwest. It includes a
defined benefit retirement plan and an
optional 401(k) plan, items only about 10
percent of the businesses in the country
have anymore."
Brown is taking steps in other directions as well.
"I was just elected to the board of the
National Association of Broadcasters,"
he said. "And we in Nebraska lobby our
congressional delegation every year.
There are now more issues than ever,
including the music royalty tax that some
folks want to put on us."
As for the future, Brown is sure that
the Internet in general, and podcasts in
specific, will be even more important to
his farming audience. But as to whether
terrestrial radio will ever be replaced, he
is unsure.
"My crystal ball just doesn't go that far."
Ken Deutsch broadcast the agricultural report every morning on the nowdefunct WGLN(FM), Sylvania, Ohio..
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NEWS

Top Volunteer Loves Community Radio
When Sue Gerber Retired Early From AT&T,
She Found a New Niche at KRCL
by Ken Deutsch
Your long-time employer is downsizing and offers you a retirement package
you can't refuse. You take the deal, but
now what do you do with your time?
This was the dilemma faced by Sue
Gerber, who was 48 when AT&T nudged
her out the door. She decided to spend
part of her week volunteering for her
community radio station, KRCL(FM), in
Salt Lake City.
That was in early 1999. After nine
years of answering phones, helping with
mailings, organizing public service
announcements and anything else station
management asked her to do, she received
the Volunteer Year of the Award from the
National Federation of Community
Broadcasters, based in Atlanta.
Its a mission
"When 1first started listening KRCL it
was the ethnic programs like ` Global
Gumbo' and the world music that hooked
me," she said. "They played every kind
of music you can imagine except classical, which is heard on the NPR station in
town. Before Ifound this station Ilistened to commercial radio, which didn't
play bad music, but Ihated the loud commercials that assaulted me every two
minutes. They just yell at you, and the
worst commercials seem to be car dealers. Inow listen to KRCL all the time
PEOPLE

NEWS

Ilistened to commercial radio, which
didn't play bad music, but Ihated the
loud commercials that assaulted me every
two minutes. They just yell at you.
— Sue Gerber

Sue Gerber. 'The longer Istay, the
more Isee that needs to be done.'
unless Iam playing my own CDs."
At asmall station like this one, volunteers are the lifeblood of the operation.
"I work on public service announcements, mail out thank you gifts and if I
need to, record an underwriting message," she said. "I'm not the type of person who says, ' I'm above that.' Ido
everything they ask me."
In commercial radio, employees may

the company's larger consolidation projects
Jim "Turbo" 'Furvaville
and in 2006 was promoted to director
was named corporate director
of Latin America sales. He will continof engineering of WAY-FM
ue to manage Audioarts distribution.
Media Group, overseeing
The North American Broadthe 19 full- power and 60+
casters Association named John A.
low-power facilities operated
Harding as executive director. He
by the non-profit group. He
reports to Secretary General David
earlier had worked as a netBaylor. Harding was president of the
work engineer for the compaStrategic Marketing Group and is a
ny in Nashville before movformer president of the Radio
Jim 'Turbo'
ing to the Colorado Springs
Marketing Bureau. He replaces Carol
Turvaville
corporate office as corporate
Darling. Harding lives in Toronto.
expansion director.
Texas broadcasters elected new
Also at WAY-FM Media,
officers and filled vacancies on the
Morgan Grammer, who
Texas Association of Broadcasters
served as director of engineerboard. The new officers are Chairman
ing and technology, will now
Jason Hightower, Vice Chairman
focus on the company's presDanny Baker, Secretary Matt
ence in the Rocky Mountain
Martin and Treasurer Brian Jones.
region as Colorado regional
The immediate past chairman is
DOE, managing the technical
Jackie Rutledge.
Morgan
needs of the seven Colorado
Electronics Research Inc.
Grammer
broadcast outlets and network
appointed Joe Meleski as director of
operations center in the Denver area. The
services. He will lead
announcements were made by Bob
its Structural and RF
Augsburg, president and CEO.
Installation and Field
Wheatstone proService organizations,
moted Jay Tyler to
with responsibility for
director of sales. He
supervision and manwill oversee the sales
agement of service
team for all of the comdelivery. Also he will
pany's product lines:
provide technical sales
Joe support
Meleski
Wheatstone, Audioarts
for structural
Engineering and Vorsis.
products to the ERI field sales staff and be
He reports to President
responsible for the management of specific
Gary Snow. Tyler
installer and tower accounts.
Jay Tyler
joined the company in
He will report to Jerome Gruber, VP and
1996 as sales manager for the Audioarts
director of the RF division. Meleski had
been adistrict sales manager for Harris
Engineering product line; he has worked on
-
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sometimes think of their jobs as, well,
jobs. Gerber sees her job as amission.
"When we say ` community,' it isn't
just aslogan," she said. "We reach out to
everyone but especially the under-served,
which is how the station began in 1979.
"It was started by Stephen Holbrook, a
peace activist. Our station, known as
'Radio Free Utah,' still reflects aleft-ofcenter political view, although not all the
programmers are like that. Public affairs

air music that is not considered commercially viable by the corporate media, such
as folk, world, reggae, bluegrass and
Native American music," she said.
"Free to air the music of communities
that don't have avoice on corporate radio."
In community radio, content is king
and funding is always achallenge.
"Most of the programmers have their
niche, their passion, their love," said
Gerber. "They know all about the artists
in their particular musical genre, but they
all have ' real' jobs outside the station, too.
"The Corporation for Public Broadcasting gives us some money, we have

programs on the station are definitely
progressive and include ` RadioActive,' a
local call-in show.
"We talk about the war, lesbian-gaybisexual-transgender issues, and we are
particularly concerned with the threat of
resumed nuclear testing. There are cancer victims around here that call themselves ` downwinders,' because they were
downwind of the former Nevada testing
grounds."
Radio World asked Gerber what the
term "Radio Free Utah" meant to her.
"Free to let progressive voices on the
airwaves. Free to air local music, free to

Corp. In an earlier stint with ERI, he was
involved with some of the largest broadcast
tower and antenna projects in North
America, the company said, as director of
the Installations Division.
Clear Channel Radio named 17
employees to receive its 2008 Performance
Excellence Award.
Engineer Matt Howell, the DOE for
Clear Channel Radio in Washington/
Baltimore, was among the recipients.
They also include Adam Stubbs, assistant program director/promotions director,
Lite 98 WRVA-FM; Alan Korowitz,
regional VP/director of sales, Clear
Channel Radio Sales; Bob McCuin, general sales manager, Clear Channel Radio
New York; Bob Murphy, operations manager, Clear Channel Louisiana Platform.
Eddie Martiny, president/market manager,
Clear Channel Radio Houston; and Gregg
Swedberg, operations director/KEEY program director, Minneapolis.
Also: Julie Talbott, EVP Affiliate
Services, Premiere Radio Networks; Mary
Menna, general sales manager, Clear
Channel Radio Boston; Massimo Rosati,
director of sales, Clear Channel Radio
Denver; Matt Gillon, director of sales,
Clear Channel Radio Des Moines; Michael
Bryan, program director, WXXL-FM;
Owen Grover, senior director of programming marketing, Clear Channel Online
Music and Radio; Pam McKay, VP/market
manager, Clear Channel Radio Austin; Pat
Connor, director of sales, Clear Channel
Radio Denver; Rich Lauber, operations
manager, Clear Channel Radio Syracuse;
and Thea Mitchem, operations manager,
Clear Channel Radio Philadelphia.

some underwriters and afew grants from
local foundations. The bulk of the station's funds come from listener support."
The station raises cash with radiothons
in the fall and the spring. Listeners can
also pled& money at any time via the
Web site. The station has an underwriting
specialist and adevelopment director who
works on preparing grant applications.
Gerber has no other job outside of volunteering at the station. She works anywhere from eight hours aweek to several
days aweek during radiothons.
KRCL has its own building in Salt
Lake City with an air studio, two production rooms and a separate studio that is
used for "RadioActive" and live musical
performances.
The joy of volunteering
What is it about community radio that
causes people to give so freely of their
time and money?
"It is rewarding," said Gerber. "We are
a part of a like-minded community. The
longer tstay, the more Isee that needs to
be done. In Salt Lake City, a lot of the
high schools have programs where the
kids have to volunteer for something, so
there is a vibrant volunteer base here. I
feel like I'm giving something back to
the community, not just observing it from
the outside."
Gerber's general manager at KRCL is
Donna Land Maldonado, who not surprisingly speaks highly of Gerber.
"She is always reliable, and she is
unusual because she is shy. She has no
interest in being on the air. Sue comes in
twice a week or more if we need her,"
she said. " She is extremely cordial to
everyone, easy to get along with and never asks for anything. We couldn't ask for
abetter volunteer."
The National Federation of Community
Broadcasters, the organization that recognized Gerber, honors acommunity volunteer each year. The awards can go to people
volunteering in operations, subscriptions,
training, administration, engineering or programming. For details, visit www.nfcb.org.
Listen to alive stream of KRCL or make a
donation at www.krcl.org.
Sue Gerber seems to have found her
niche.
"When Iretired nine years ago Ihad
no idea what Iwas going to do," she said.
"Now Iknow." e

EXCELLENCE IN ENGINEERING AWARD
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Jeff, congratulations
and best wishes
from your friends
at Nautel!

Organization

congratulates
Jeff Littlejohn
on this richly
deserved honor.

Jeff, thank you for your support over
the years and congratulations on an
accolade that is well deserved!
Your friends at Comrex

Congratulations Jeff.
We appreciate your
dedication to bringing
innovation
to our industry.

Congratulatioas, Jeff,
on all of your achievements.

Jump

Congratulations to one of the
true pioneers of our industry.

Jeff, thanks and
congratulations from your friends
at Harris on your contributions to the
industry and a well-deserved award.

Congratulations.
Jeff, on your

Jeff, congratulations on your
outstanding achievements.

SAS
Engineer of the
Year award. It is an honor and
apleasure working with you.
Best wishes from your friends at SAS.

Bravo from your friends at Audemat!

Radio World. -

TieIindr

DaySequerra
Your ?ision, leadership and excellence
in engireering are being recognized.

e;

• The HD Radio family congratulates
Jeff. who embodies the word ' visionary.' His
talents encompass excellence in engineering
and brilliance in business development.

OG

'Extreme performance' is what
industry leaders are all about,
and you show the way, Jeff.
Congrats from DaySequerra.
r.

I

Just as there's the right tool for the right
job, an excellent engineer is getting the
Excellence award he deserves.
Congratulations from the Tieline Team, Jeff!

You're helping to redefine
what it means to be aradio
engineering executive.
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BROADCAST

Compelling Co- Tenant Coordination
Love Thy Neighbor, But Also Realize
That Sharing Tower Space
Can Create Practical Problems
by Steve Lovelady
Many of us have never climbed abroadcast tower, and probably have no desire ever to do so. We can only imagine the hazards
faced by the hardy souls who climb towers to earn aliving.
In addition to the natural dangers ( wind, rain, temperature
extremes, and flocks of migratory birds which, according to some,
smash themselves into towers pretty much all the time), tower
workers must also contend with manmade radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (REFs) generated by broadcast users of towers.
In an ideal world, at least from atower worker's perspective,
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quality price ratio
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•Solid-state FM 5kW transmitter.
'Improved design with three
independent 2 kW power
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unit in one 19" rack cabinet.
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system.
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transmitters should be turned off so that antennas
stop radiating RF when people have to climb atower to maintain it or install/repair/remove equipment
attached to it.
Of course, this solution is less than ideal to those
broadcasters who would have to turn their stations
off, albeit temporarily — after all, their businesses
are based on beaming their signals out to their audiences, so turning off means shutting down the shop.
Such shut-downs can alienate advertisers and
drive previously loyal listeners to other stations.
Obviously, most broadcasters are reluctant to risk
either of these phenomena.
In order to protect tower workers, the Federal
Communication Commission's rules limit the
amount of REF to which broadcasters can expose
people working around transmitter and tower sites.
The FCC emphasizes the importance of compliance with these particular rules by including the following explicit written condition in each new construction permit and broadcast license it issues:
"The perrnittee/licensee in coordination with other
users of the site must reduce power or cease operation as necessary to protect persons having access to
the site, tower or antenna from radiofrequency electromagnetic fields in excess of FCC guidelines."
The issue of "coordination" between two or more
parties to reduce power or cease operations makes a
contract very useful in this context.
For while the FCC's rules — and the terms of
each broadcast license — require broadcasters to
coordinate with each other to protect workers at a
tower site, actual enforcement of that coordination
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with the other site users
or the tower owner, you
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have the option of going
directly to state or local
court to enforce the terms
of your contract, and relief
may be much quicker and

MT/MILPLATINUM.

more effective.

•Studio to transmitter link system.
•Link transmitter with 20 W power
output.
•Available in frequencies from 200 to
960 MHz supplied in 20 MHz bands.
•High stability oscillator.
.LCD screen display for parameter
selection and readings as follows:
-frequency (
6digits).
-forward / reflected power.
-modulation level.
-pilot signal ( 19 KHz) sampling while in
transmission.
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OMB AMERICA
telephone ( 305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. ( 305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA
http://www.omb corn
usa@omb.com

•
Audio inputs: mono
balanced, stereo
(MPX), and 3 SCA.
•Fold back
protection.

SWR

OMB EUROPA
sales and costumer service
telephone 976-504 696
fax 976-463 170
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA
http //www omb es

factory
telephone 976-503 580
fax 976-503 855
Camino de los Albares, 14
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA
europa@ornb.com

is made alot easier when atower user has the right
wording in atower lease or other site sharing agreement with other users.
The difference is that if you rely only on the FCC
rules and the FCC's enforcement of those rules to
resolve coordination conflicts, you could wait for a
long time for the FCC to act and still not get the
relief you are seeking.
But if you have a contract with the other site
user(s) or the tower owner, you have the option of
going directly to state or local court to enforce the
terms of your contract, and relief may be much
quicker and more effective.
For example
A hypothetical situation may help to illustrate
this point.
Able Radio Inc. and Baker Television Company
both are tenants on a tower owned by Big Stick
Tower Corp. Baker wants to install a new DTV
antenna at the top of the tower. Able's FM antenna
is side-mounted on the tower about 100 feet below
Baker's antenna.
In order for the tower crew to install Baker's new
antenna, Able will have to reduce its signal to 10

percent of its normal power from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m., Monday through Friday, for two weeks while
the tower crew rigs up, takes the old antenna down,
puts the new DTV antenna up and then rigs down.
If there is bad weather, that procedure could be
extended for another week or more.
In many cases, Able Radio might be very happy
to cooperate. But let's throw awrinkle into the fact
pattern.
Let us assume that Baker's DTV installation is
scheduled right in the middle of Arbitron's rating
period in Able's market. Able's showing in those ratings will directly affect Able's ability to sell advertising'time on its station for the next calendar quarter.
So turning its station off smack in the middle of
ratings is clearly not an attractive option for Able, no
matter how altruistic it might otherwise choose to be.
So Able tells Baker that Baker's work will have
to wait until after the ratings measurement period is
over. Baker says that this is the only time that the
tower crew will be available for the foreseeable
future, the work has been scheduled for along time
in advance, and Baker just can't wait. If Baker
doesn't have a provision in its tciwer lease that
forces Big Stick to make Able reduce power, or if
Baker doesn't have a tower sharing agreement
directly with Able which covers this issue, then
Baker's only avenue for relief is to ask the FCC to
enforce its rules requiring Able to "coordinate"
with Baker.
The problem Baker faces is that the FCC's staff
may think that making Baker wait is reasonable,
regardless of the economic cost or inconvenience to
Baker of delaying its new DTV antenna's installation. Or the FCC might try to craft acompromise
position that would require Able to reduce power
only between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., thus
preserving Able's full-power signal during "drivetime" hours — thereby helping Able keep its ratings
up, but costing Baker more money in the process,
since this altered schedule would take the tower
crew longer to complete the work.
Also, the speed at which the FCC's staff may
consider the parties' arguments and decide upon a
solution could be lengthy if the commission's staff
is preoccupied with other issues of more universal
concern than a simple dispute between two
licensees.
Worries about how and when the FCC might act
could have been avoided if Baker had previously
negotiated power reduction coordination provisions
into its tower lease, and/or struck aseparate agreement with Able directly when it first became atenant on the tower.
In such circumstances, Baker would have the
option of going to a local court and asking for an
injunction to enforce such agreements.
Although the enforceability of any particular
contract term often varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, most courts have rules which permit expedited hearings for requests for injunctions or
restraining orders. Baker's ability to take action in a
local court, although not guaranteed to ultimately be
See TOWER, page 40
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TLM-1 TOWER LIGHT MONITOR
The TLM-1 Tower Light Monitor is a microprocessor
based system designed to monitor the status
of FAA type A incandescent tower lights.
TLM-1 features include:
•Total monitoring of incandescent- type
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•Individual alarm outputs for photocell,
flasher beacon and marker failures

• Easy to install — installs inside the
transmitter building, even if the lighting
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Use Two Controllers

2004Adoon Laboralones

•Easy setup —
one button calibration

tower lighting systems

AVOID
COSTLY FCC
FINES FOR
LIGHTING
VIOLATIONS!

FM SERVICES

towermonitoncom.

WILKESBORO. NC

(
336) 667-7091

GORMAN REDLICH
DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR

MI

Mil

•
MODEL CMR — Remote Controllable
Digital Intenna Monitor — 2 tower
Price $3200

additonal towers $ 200 each

The •Aodel CMR is a state of the art instrument of unequalled
accuracy and stabllitY. With typical modulation, the CMR's true
ratio readout is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that tr€ asure normaized amplitude.
•-- me Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference amplilados are separely measured and divided electronically
to give an accurate digital reading.
•Staole, accurate phase reading with automatic phase sign.
•Anolitude or True Ratio may be selected for measurement
wi'h a front panel switch.
•) tal Surge Protection.

Just as intelligent as other MAC units, but half the size!

Gorman Redlich
257 W. Unicn Street
Athens, Oh 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150

davicom

Fax: 740-592-3898

jimg@gorman-redlich.com

t. 1.800.438.6040 If. 1.704.889.4540

www.gorman-redlich.com

www.srmsint.com

Intelligence & Innovation
t. 1.418.682.3380

I
f. 1.418.682.8996

www.davicom.com
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Your Next Installation
can be this...
How do you make your installation
projects run smoothly?
Use Digital Radio Engineering for the job!
We

Many in stock!
Ready to shin

've the engintering, project management, order administration, purchasing, and

help ou with researching new products and ideas, ordering new equipment, tracking deliveries,
des .!ming and engheering the new facility, manufacturing the new wiring, providing atop-ofthe- line install team, and providing thorough and usable documentation for tne entire proiect as
well. You make suie your operation continues to run smoothly, aid we help
rt. make sure the new facility is agreat addition to that operation.

C-all us before you start your next installation project.

(866) 386-4001

Saxe ! 940

or this...

insta lation talent all in one place, and over 150 years combined experience in Radio. We can

`tou'll be glad you did.

Freeland Products inc

digitalradi%ng ineering

solutions@digitalradioengineering.com

Triode
Tetrode
Cermolox
Thomson
Kyostron
Miscellaneous
Tube Types
Call today 800_6243626
Cheek out our prices online
vénmuLtreelandnroducts.com
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Listeners Aren't Easily Impressed
Think You Are Better Than Average? You Have to Exceed Expectations
People have expectations about your
radio station.
This is obvious.
What's not so obvious is that when
you meet aconsumer's expectations you
are, for the most part, being average.
When you're delivering an average product — unless the product itself is on fire,
like country music in the early 1990s —
you are unlikely to make an impression.
And a strong impression is vital to
your success because that's what's driving adiary-keeper or wired People Meter
person to vote for you.
Do you know what your potential
audience's expectation is of you?
Research could answer your questions,
but in today's environment, you're
unlikely to have a research budget rich
enough to delve into such abig issue.
Memorable
So, how do you figure this out?
Begin your exercise by coming up
with a list of audience expectations for
your format.
Here are some examples. Your listeners
expect you to: Play the most popular
songs for your format; discuss topical
issues; provide short, entertaining chatter;
give away T-shirts at events; and honor
their desire that you not go off the air.
Make your list as long as you can, but
don't stretch your assumptions beyond

PROMO ROWER
BY MARK LAPIDUS

She's looking for an 'oh, wow' moment. Are you ready to give it to her?
being reasonable. If you're in doubt
about what people expect of you, do
three or four small focus groups with a
volunteer advisory panel and you'll see
the trends fairly quickly.
As always with panels, if you can't stop
yourself from leading the group to give
you answers you want to hear, bring in
someone who can. Never ask the panel to
predict the participants' future behavior.

It's easy to deceive
yourself into
thinking you've
created a magic
moment for your
audience when in
truth you've simply
met its expectation.
Stay in the present, finding out why
they listen to the station. If you go offtrack and ask them what they'd really
like that you're not providing, expect to
get a mixed bag of not very reliable
information.
As Iknow you realize, the next phase
of this exercise is much more difficult. It
takes ingenuity and abit of risk-taking to
devise and then implement a plan to
exceed expectations in the niche you
occupy.
The goal of this project is to create
"Oh, wow!" moments for your listeners.
Here are afew ideas. It would be most
unusual for acountry station in any market to take arelease from even asuperstar
like Alan Jackson and play songs from his
new CD throughout the daytime hours —
or all at once. Memorable? You bet.
How about an oldies station that,
unannounced, played only sound clips
(no music) from the decades they feature
during morning drive and then never did

•Interactive content and reader experience
•Keyword search of current and archived issues

•Access issues from any computer via internet
•A green alternative to the printed version

Tower
Continued from page 38

any more successful that asking the FCC
to enforce its rules, at least gives Baker
some additional leverage in negotiating
with Able and Big Stick to reach asatisfactory solution to the competing economic interests of the parties.
So when negotiating a tower lease,
broadcasters should consider trying to
include carefully crafted wording dealing
with how and when users of the tower

it again?
What if atalk station surrendered its
entire weekend to local high schools,
each of which got an hour for the most
articulate kids to talk about designated
topics that resonate with them and their
parents — sex, drugs, abortion, adoption,
driving, money management.
How about giving away babysitting as
aprize? Not money for babysitting
I
mean background-checked, professional
baby sitters who show up at someone's
house.
Part of the key is to do this with
enough frequency to get noticed, sticking
with the plan that these special moments
are not something your audience expects.
A to Z weekends? Been there. Local
music on Sunday night? Done that.
Evening of love songs? Urn, okay.
Listen with their ears
Be certain you are doing something
truly unexpected — not from your perspective, but from that of your audience.
Isay this because it's easy to deceive
yourself into thinking you've created a
magic moment for your audience when in
truth you've simply met its expectation.
For example, it may be unusual for a
music station to have an in-studio interview with a big star, but it's likely your
audience believes that you have them all
the time. Radio has done a tremendous
job of convincing people we have access
to stars — so when you actually get hold
of one, don't be surprised if the audience
doesn't find this as special as you do.
Iam not suggesting that this effort at
creativity is simple or is every program
director's cup of tea. However, in your
quest to touch your listeners in away that
they will remember, please consider
investing the energy to identify what
goes beyond exceeding expectations and
be the one in your market to have listeners saying, "Oh, wow!"
The author is president ofLapidus Media.
Contact: maridapiduseverizon.nete
will coordinate power reductions to protect tower workers from REF hazards.
Alternatively, broadcasters should consider the possibility of negotiating an
agreement directly with the other tower
tenant(s) to deal with this issue.
Negotiating these issues will generally be
easier before an actual dispute arises than
after the gloves hit the ice, and will in
most cases afford greater predictability
for all parties involved.
The author is with the law firm of
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth. Contact him
at lovelady@fhhlaw.com. This article
also appeared in the firm's newsletter.
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liroadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst'
7
ww 11Le:J.888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

Looking to Buy or Sell

RAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Used Equipment?

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your #1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

-Look no further, you're in the right place!

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

w.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220

TOWERS

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

acJiJ Wterl

,:CC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
ASR-Tower Registration
Standard & Custom si ns
Guy Wire Protectors - Ant. Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antonnalD@msn.com
Faso Catalog
810-458-8418
vvriv.antrennalD corn

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronir LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's &
670's, any Pultec EQ's & any other
old tube compressorAimiters, call
after 3PM CST - 214 738-7873 or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com
AUTOMATION
EOUIPMEN7
WANT TO SELL
'
,
low available, radio automaon for the Linux operatng sys:arn.
Schedule music, voice
track, create shells, auto or
announcer assist mode, set intro
and ending cues, hit the vocal
every time with your voice tracks,
execute exact time events, join
networks, and more. The software is free, there is a small
duplication fee. For more info call
406.665.1832.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/
STUTRANS mi TTER
/
ANTENNA OR ANY COMBI NATION OF ABOVE .
LEASE OPTIONSEMERGENCY RENTALSREMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS .
Anc. ( 800) 438-6040
YOU K-)ov, We Know Pack)

CONSOLES/
MIXERS/ROU — ERS
WANT TO SELL
(2) AJd .tionics 110A Grandson
audio zonsoles w/full compliment of modules, $2000/both;
Sparta AS-30B 5-chnl stereo
mixer, $100; Shure M67 mic mixer
&2Shure M63 audio mixers, $50
for all 3towenimeaolcom.

Radio World.

Equipment Exchange

FM's
in
NY,
WA,
CPRradio@bellsouth.net

roadcast Equipment
Exchange

RadioStationsForSaic.nct
FMs, AMs, Translators, FM CPs

Call today for current rates and deadlines!
615-776-1359 • dcarson@nbmedia.com
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old vintage
speaker 8r amplifier,
McIntos), Marantz, Electro
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Dynaco, Cash- pick up
773-339-035
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, cal after 3PM CST, 214 7387873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com
21A 09C Comstream CM701 &
DAC700, gd cond, pulled off line
when network feed was discontinued, $5000/both. D Rboinson,
252-223 4600.

www.radioworld.com
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
110BONIIIICaraneebetaneionallit,
new & rebuilt kir Elcon, rirsTis , CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FM 402 493 6821

Technics SP-9MK2A turntable
w/SH-10 PSU, A-T tonearm &
Stanton cartridge & ATI Encore
preamp, $250;
Assante
HUB1012
10baseT 12-port
Ethernet hub, $50; TFT 8041 loband modem, $50; McMartin
SDR-1 IF demod, $50; misc NPR
Netcue equip, free if picked up.
towerjim @ aol.com.
Orban Optimod-FM 8000A, SN
238046, serviced by J-Squared
on 3/23/06, new caps & calibration, manual, taken out of service, 8/15/08, $ 1200; Sine
Systems dial-up remote RFC 1B
w/RP relay panel, dual chnl
audio, fail safe, manuals, taken
out of service 8/15/08, $900;
Starguide satellite rcvr, 2 audio
cards, manual, 2yrs old, $2000;
Cellabs Linejack II, Motorola
transportable cell phone plus 1
Motorola transportable for parts,
12V pwr sply for phone, Vagi
antenna & coax, $400. Carroll,
jcb@kxoradio.com.

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old vintage pro gears, compressor/
limiter, microphone, mixing consoles, amplifiers, mic preamps,
speakers, turntables, EQ working or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric).
Fairchild, Western Electric.
Langevin, RCA, Gates, Urei,
Altec, Pultec, Collins. Cash pick up 773 339-9035
Donations ,
leeded All Volunteer, Non-profit Low Power
community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction leer, You determine
donation varue, We will pay shipping. Equipment shared between
three Wisconsin stations. Looking
for Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email:
Dan@WlECradio.org
Equipment Wanted: obsolete,
or out of service broadcast
recording gear, amplifiers, preamps, outboard, radio or mixing
consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots acceptable. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 cr ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the 1920's
through the 1980's. For example
newscast, talk shows, music
shows, live band remotes, etc.
Stations like KGO, KFRC, KSFO,
KTAB, KDIA, KWBR, KSFX,
KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE, KTIM,
KYA, etc... Feel free to call me at
415-383-6216 or you can email me
at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

FM Cluster, AM/FM combo,
sticks and cashflowing.
Visit website RadloStationsForSale-ne
Emal fonaleetidd.rist or 781-848-4201

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS

SWITCHING,

WANT TO SELL
Wegener Unity 4000, $1900. K
Wrcbel or G Hagerich, 276-2283185.
STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
AM Station in Rome, NY
REMCED PRICE plus FM
translators in Bradenton &
Ocala FL, Jacksonville, NC &
Tenple, TX. E-mail mraley@
bbmradio.org.

Q

PATCHING,
DISTRIBUTION
WANT TO SELL
Studio Hub plus large quantity
of adapters. DA, hubs, call for
info. 646-660-2651.

www.radioworld.com
www.radioworld.com
www.radioworld.com

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIP
(3) Marantz PMD-340 CD plyrs,
$100/ea; (2) Nakamichi MR-2
stereo cassette decks, $100/ea;
(3) Technics M65 stereo cassette
decks, $50/ea; Teac V-385 stereo
cassette deck, $50; Otan MX5050 stereo reel tape, $250;
Tascam BR-20 stereo reel tape,
$75. towerjim@aol.com.

www.radioworld.com
TAPES/CARTS/REELS
WANT TO SELL
Large or small collections of
16' transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
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WANT TO SELL

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
SR's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" es

s

(construction permits), AM CPs,

TOLW S BSH

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codeos
RF/Audio Gear
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• Call David at 615-776-1359 or
e-mail: dcarson@nbmedia.com
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•ANVFM/NCE Applications

•AM Detuning

•Field Engineering

•Intermodulation Studies

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

Fan ( 651)784-7541

•AM Directional Array Design, Tuning and Proof

Emai I: infovolg

Give us acall to

NOTHING

www.optimociim
Doug Vernier
TelccornanunIcatIon Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FMÍTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ground System
Evaluation and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com

Nfi

cb ft

Softwire7r
mn
jurPC '

(800)

1-877-766-2999

743-3684

www.v-soft.com

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
ASSOCIATES. P.C.
/ULLOCAT1ON 511101Ell
,Am
Neer bulkier>,
site relotatón. FM dixtearle, deeex

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MI) 20877
Mullaney
1301021-011S
Engineering, Inc.
fax ( len 590-9757
Member .11:CI

mullaney@mullengtcom

HELP WS

ASPECIAUTT

•AM Directional • FM8 TV fist density
antenna ailustment, & other measurements
measurement Aproof • Facility nspectrons tor
•RADHAZ measurepurchasefnurance
merits RADulion
PuroCises
HAZard evaluation • CATV Leakage TesIng
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BROMKAtil
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/pennon ANI/IXI/1 / %I X

...... Broadcast transmission facility
.design
,.• FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineenng
Clarence M Beverage • Laura M. elzrahl

Are you asmall market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the LA area?
Iwill
make your station shine! CET,
fully FCC Licensed. Available for
Full/Part-time/Contract
work.
Available immediately. Mitchell
Rakoff, 917-324-8466 mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com

Radio World.
Equipment Exchange

Tel: ( 856)985-0077
Fax: ( 856)985-8124

• Peritajes Técnicos. Pianos de Ubicación
• Estudios de Propagación. Frecuencia

202-393-5133
Libertad 1822 2do Piso Col. Roma Monterrey N.L

‘.%-‘‘ sv.graharnhrock.corn

C.P 64700 Mexico. Tel y Fax + 52 81 83 58 30 27
etamezescamillaityahoo.com.mx
etamez@attnet.mx

Herb Kravitz

FASTER__
MORE ACCURAHRAMOCOVERAGE

Broadcast Engineering
Contractors

•Reel Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

AM— FM

•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Professional Technical Support
Comprehensive Field Service
phone 609-347-4821

PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS
Eric

Hop

Broadcas

fax 609-347-6397
.1111.10
1,4

hkradweattnet

POSITIONS WANTED
Well-spoken, articulate and
charismatic on-air talent, who's
energetic and ready to work!
Versatile abilities in programming,
news, production. copywriting.
and promotions. Jacob, 214-7182414 or jds111@comcast.net.
Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is
available for shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out
www.bleacherreport.com
or
www.rubbinsracingshow.com
for samples. Call 214-384-5812
or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com

Awesome on- air presence,
production and vocals, astute
show prep, and strong copywriting skills. Passionate, dependable, with exceptional work ethic.
Classic
Rock/Oldies.
Dan
Marquess, 817-808-0078 or
danmarquess@ aol.com.
Strong sports knowledge,
especially soccer. Notable onair, play-by-play, color commentary, and statistics. Creative copywriting, and digital ability.
Bilingual, loyal, tenacious, and
energetic. Manuel, 214-606-1190
or isaacalaniz@yahoo.com.

progres@sbcglobal. net
.progressive-concepts.com

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM

STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

mail: linkesurcom.com

web: www.surcom.com

Advertise your employment ad
on our web site for only
$2 per word!
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,IL 60107
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0
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CALL

• Asesoria yGestoria Legal - Técnica

912-638-8028

EMPLOYMENT
Creative, crazy, and personable
Emcee/Announcer plus performer. Solid on-air, copywriting,
and production. Helpful. adaptable, and dependable worker vertical, patient and unusual person.
Dean, 682-478-9966 or grimslayer28@yahoo.com.

• Recomendación yVenta de Equipo

w

rmburrowetcomcast.net

Clear and concise communicator, plus solid delivery of copy.
Freelance voice talent. Extremely
sociable personality, very positive
attitude, quick-wit. Dallas/Fort
Worth only. Daniel, 817-7917298
or
danielblackmon@
sbcglobal.net.

• Auditorias Tecnicas en Radio yTelecomunicaciones

h

Oyer 45 rears eilginecring
and coas'aliing experieme

WWW.commtec hrf.corn.

304-258-7921 • Cell 301-938-0985

Rare Opportunity. Greater
Media's North Jersey stations,
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Our readers have
something to say
eel have been in the engineering busines
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World Engineering Extra, I
even learn
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cantly more likely than older users to
download podcasts." This is in contrast to
Internet use in general, which Pew also
tracks, and which enjoys substantial popularity across all age groups.
Almost aquarter of those questioned
who are under 50 say they've saved a
podcast. On average, only 13 percent of
people over 50 have done so, and only 1
percent of this group downloaded apodcast "yesterday," according to the report.
"Since 2006," it concluded, " younger
Is podcasting competitive?
generations have more fully embraced the
Podcasting isn't just an important issue
technology."
This is probably the most obvious
for content fans, it's an important quesdemographic trend in the survey. People
tion for broadcast ownership regulators,
in households that earn $75,000 or more
especially at the Federal Communications
listen to more podcasts, the report says,
Commission.
They, and the rest of us, are constantly
but not by much. Guys do podcasts more
being told that the FCC's rules limiting
than women do, but the difference isn't
that extreme: 22 percent to 16 percent.
ownership of radio and TV stations are
But the age trend is pronounced. 27 perno longer relevant because of the prolifcent of 18 to 29 year-olds have downeration of new platforms. Podcasting is
loaded apodcast. But usage drops to 20
often cited here; it was mentioned conpercent in the 30 to 49 age bracket, then
stantly by boosters of the now completed
merger of Sirius and XM satellite radio, a down to 15 percent among those aged 50
to 64, and it falls off to 8percent among
move that raised some widespread
the 65+ bracket.
antitrust concerns.
The Pew study confirms my longThe podcast solar system has its hot
standing, college instructor's perception:
spots. Podcast Alley has catalogued over
Podcasting is and will continue to be a
43,000 podcasts with more than 2million
popular pastime for media consumers
total episodes. iPod users gravitate
toward certain subjects, listed in order of with lives unstructured by those twin
tethers, full-time jobs and children.
popularity: technology, comedy, religion
So enjoy podcasting while you can,
and spirituality, and business. And you
kids. Because 20 years from now, after
can download and read the Wall Street
you've gotten through the first and secJournal on your iTunes desktop.
ond shift, you won't have alot of mental
But the Pew report suggests once
again that Internet- based venues that
energy for much more than the car
receiver dial, the remote and the couch.
require more than the usual flick of the
The author is a contributor to Ars
on/off/record switch have yet to offer
Technica, where this text originally
serious competition to legacy media —
TV, radio, newspapers — especially for appeared. It is printed with permission. 4.
But the latest study also concedes that
"podcasting has yet to become a fixture
in the everyday lives of Internet users, as
very few Internet users download podcasts on atypical day."
Just 3 percent do so, in fact. And
there's areal generational divide here of
which media trend watchers should take
heed. After 30, podcasting download
rates take adip; after 50, they take aserious dive: after 65. forget it.
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Radio Must Focus on Today's Consumers
Why ISaid Video Was Framed
and That Radio Actually
Committed Suicide
by Dave Wilson
The author is senior director of technology and standards for the Consumer Electronics Association and
owner/operator of two FM stations in North Carolina.
Irecently stirred some feathers when Isuggested on the
CEA Digital Dialogue blog that radio is committing suicide. Here's why Isaid it, and also how Ireply to critics.
USA Today recently reported that consumer adoption
of HD Radio has been slower than some expected. This
article may be slightly misleading, for CEA's own
research suggests that consumers are not passionate
about AM/FM receivers in general. That is, perhaps the
"HD" has nothing to do with it.
As Inoted here earlier, in late 2007 CEA conducted a
study to help it predict what products would be most in
demand during the important holiday shopping season.
People were asked what consumer electronics product
they would most like to receive as agift. They were not
prompted with alist of pre-selected choices.

ing elsewhere.
As an industry, radio has traditionally been afraid of
expansion and terrified of new competitors. Of course
fear of new competition is natural, but new competition
is a fact of life that everyone must deal with.
Unfortunately, it seems to me that radio sometimes deals
with it by running to the government and requesting regulatory roadblocks that will keep new competitors at bay.
While that may seem wrong to some, at least we can
understand radio's fear of new competition, and it's not
like it's the only industry that seeks government interference in the free market for the purpose of blocking
competition.
What's hard to understand is radio's fear of expansion. Eighteen years ago its trade association hatched a
plan to have new spectrum allocated for radio so that
radio could expand and grow into the digital age. But
the industry revolted, largely because such aplan would

Radio tends to oppose
improvements in its own
service that would enable
stations with poorer coverage
to gain too much competitive
ground on stations with great
coverage, or that would allow
new local programming to
come on the air.

have narrowed the difference in signal quality between
the highest-powered FM stations and the lowest powered AMs.
That's right, radio tends to oppose improvements in
its own service that would enable stations with poorer
coverage to gain too much competitive ground on stations with great coverage, or that would allow new local
programming to come on the air. ( See Ken C.
Pohlmann's " Principles of Digital Audio," published by
McGraw-Hill Professional, page 647.)
It seems to me that radio's desire to block new competition at all costs, including lack of expansion of its
own service, may have an unfortunate side effect: aloss
of focus on radio's own customers.

The number one response? Portable MP3/digital audio
player. Among the other audio-related responses were indash satellite radio and satellite radio generally in no specific form. Smart phone, cell phone and iPhone were also
mentioned. What percentage of people said they wanted
an AM/FM tuner? Zero. An AM/FM receiver? Zero. An
AM/FM radio for their car? Zero. A clock or table radio?
Zero. A portable AM/FM radio? Zero.
Perhaps consumers' interest in free local radio, in
general. is waning.
Fear of expansion
And who can blame consumers? Let's consider the
things drawing them away from free local radio.
Satellite radio offers hundreds more channels than
free local radio. Internet radio offers thousands more
channels than free local radio. GPS devices let consumers get traffic and weather information instantly,
without having to wait for the next report on free local
radio. And the list goes on.
Competition from new services and radio's own lack
of expansion are the main reasons consumers are look-

Everyone else
My concern is best illustrated in this quote from Bob
Botik, abroadcaster, in the early years of digital radio
development: "What is under debate here is not what is
logical or simple or in the best interest of all, but what is
best for America's current owners and operators, screw the
rest of the world." He was quoted in W.A. Kelly Huff's
2001 book "Regulating the Future: Broadcasting Technology and Governmental Control," published by
Greenwood Publishing Group.
When you separate people into two groups,
America's current radio station owners and everyone
else, I'm afraid that consumers fall into the category of
everyone else. Taking care of customers is the key to
any business' success.
What's amazing to me is that even after all this time,
with all of the new competition that radio faces, the
industry seems to be taking additional steps to prevent
its own service from expanding.
The wireless industry is out there buying up as much
spectrum as it can to provide wireless Internet service
everywhere, most recently buying up UHF TV spectrum
that will be vacated next year when analog television is
turned off. Soon wireless spectrum will be used even more
effectively as direct competition for radio's drive-time listeners. There are thousands of Internet radio stations out
there, and hundreds of satellite radio stations. Yet radio

actively opposes any efforts to obtain new spectrum that
would enable it to provide better service to consumers.
Just this summer the NAB Radio Board adopted aresolution opposing the use of television Channels 5and/or 6
for radio broadcasting after analog TV signals are turned
off. Think of the great new services radio could provide if
it were to unleash the full potential of HD Radio with 100
percent digital service in Channels 5 and 6, or in some
other spectrum.
I'm afraid that radio's like aball team whose players
are all focused on their individual stats, out there competing with one another. Ifear we don't care enough
about the team winning, and Iknow we should be focusing on the fans because the other teams keep scoring and
we have to wonder how much longer the fans will keep
showing up.
Commoditization
Some responded to my post by arguing that radio
broadcasters don't need to be concerned about consumers' lack of interest in AM/FM receivers because
radio receivers are acommodity and everybody already
has multiple radio receivers.
Iagree that AM/FM radios are acommodity, but I
don't see this as a good thing. Just because AM/FM
radios are acommodity does not mean they will always
be everywhere, like milk and oranges. People have to
eat. People don't have to listen to free local radio.
There are plenty of examples of commodities for
which consumer demand dried up. Remember the cassette player? It won't be long before people are asking,
"Remember the CD player?" too. How about dial- up
computer modems?
Ithink I've made my point. Declining consumer
interest can indicate that aproduct is heading for extinction, even if that product is aubiquitous commodity.
Some who commented on my post argued that the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the changes it
brought to radio programming are to blame for declining
consumer interest.
Iagree that radio programming is avery significant
part of the puzzle, and that the changes that occurred in
this area post- 1996 have generally resulted in many listeners having alower opinion of AM/FM radio.
This is because of amix of factors. Yes, local content
is important to many, but in reality with today's analog
technology it's very hard for aradio station in ametropolitan area to be local enough to satisfy most people. I
only want to hear local content for my specific community, not any of the other communities in the rest of the
metropolitan area. If Ihad adigital delivery system that
allowed me to store and filter the content sent to me I
could achieve this.
Far more damaging than less local content, in my
view, was the increase in the number of spots broadcasters had to run to pay off the loans they took out to buy
up other stations.
Radio listeners are sick of commercials because radio
broadcasters loaded up their schedules with so many spots
over the past decade that listeners began to perceive that
the ratio of spots to desired content was out of balance.
Radio's collective behavior in this regard was typical
of amonopoly. While no individual radio company had
a monopoly, the AM/FM service as a whole had a
monopoly on live audio from the dashboard. And
because it had amonopoly, it got away with abusing the
consumer in terms of jamming more and more commercials into the mix.
Free local radio's monopoly on live programming in
the car is now being challenged by satellite radio, and
will be further challenged when local TV stations
become receivable in the car in afew years. For years
AM/FM radio stations only had to compete with each
other for in-car listeners who wanted live programming.
Now we've got competitors that are forcing us to raise
our level of play.
Radio needs to focus more on serving today's modern consumers — no one wants to read its obituary any
time soon.
Comment on this or any article. Write to
radioworldenbmedia.com with " Letter to the Editor"
in the subject field.
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We think the idea to develop a new home for AMs on an
expanded FM band using TV Channels 5 and 6 is afascinating one.
In the name of more efficient spectrum use, asmall group
-of consulting engineers and a lawyer calling themselves the
Broadcast Maximization Committee has proposed that analog
TV Channels 5and 6be repurposed for radio after February's
DTV transition ( to read our story from the Sept. 10 issue,
search for " Could EXB Band Be Your New Home?" at
radioworld.com).
"Due to the inherent noise limitations on the lower VHF
frequencies for TV, the digital doesn't work so well," BMC
spokesman Bert Goldman told Radio World. Of 1,814 TV stations going digital, only 24 in the nation have chosen to stay
on TV Channels 5and 6 (76-88 MHz) for their DTV channels,
according to the FCC.
BMC included amigration plan for these stations in its proposal, as well as asuggestion for helping them pay to relocate.
Then it outlined away for licensed AMs, LPFMs and noncom FMs that wish to move to the " EXB" band. LPFMs
would use the new band and noncoms would be "repacked,"
all in the name of more efficient spectrum use and helping
make the nation's radio signals more robust with reduced
interference from channel overcrowding.
The new EXB AMs would operate as FMs on 100 kHz
channels, giving them the ability to go all-digital. The proposal also calls for "repacking" the remaining (likely clear-channel) stations on the AM band to provide more space between
channels.
This plan certainly is dramatic. It would require careful
long-term planning and it would upset many apple carts. But
the BMC has provided avaluable service. They took an idea
that others have banged around and attempted at least to begin
to address specific implementation questions. Of all the plans
to repurpose TV Channels 5 and 6 for radio, this is the most
comprehensive; it provides apossible road map.
Aside from the boon to small, strapped AM operators, abig
benefit of using Channel 6is that it would greatly improve the

situation for NCE FMs that have been limited in power for so
many years. The current NCE Channel 6 problem would be
removed, not just shifted down the dial, because TV Channel
4 is not contiguous with Channel 5 and whatever new use is
made of Channel 4 will not be adjacent to the low end of the
proposed radio band.
Creative use of this spectrum also opens the intriguing possibility of anationally reserved channel for NOAA/DHS uses.
The BMC acknowledges that many contentious decisions
would need to be made by the FCC, such as who would move
first and how long the migrations would take. Reaction to
costs could derail such a plan. TV stations would incur
expenses, as would any radio stations that opted to move.
Many radio groups will no doubt oppose the idea of anew
band, having spent money to transmit digitally from where
they are; further, radio companies have invested agreat deal in
branding their stations. To move to different frequencies is a
frightening idea for some people.
Many elements would have to fall into place for the plan to
work; and as the pace of adoption of HD Radio has shown,
such changes may take — indeed probably require — avery
long time to come to fruition.
However we think the idea should be treated by industry
leaders as aplatform to launch serious debate about whether
the industry and its listeners would benefit from spectrum
reallocation.
We need to take along view for ahealthy radio service. We
need to think creatively about how to make best use of our
spectrum. Like BMC, we believe this can be the start of aconversation.
The NAB board passed a resolution recently opposing repurposing TV channels for radio. We think it acted too quickly
in doing so.
We'd like to see asession at the next NAB convention that
would allow the consultants to explain their ideas and answer
questions. Let's get talking.
— Radio World
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Wrong Mentality
At BBG
George Woodward's commentary
"BBG Should Enhance SW, Not
Replace It" ( Aug. 13) is probably the
best article Ihave seen on this subject.
The sense of frustration he conveys at
trying to get the Broadcast Board of
Governors and its staff to listen to anyone who actually knows anything about
radio is palpable at VOA headquarters
where Iwork.
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The same mentality that he describes
in trying to broach technical issues with
the BBG is also present in trying to
explain why the Burmese, Georgian,
Russian and literally a dozen other language services, including Worldwide
English, should not be discontinued or
relegated to atab on the Internet.
Bravos to Mr. Woodward and Radio
World for broadcasting some common
sense where there's been mostly static.
These comments reflect my own
views and almost certainly do not reflect
the views of the VOA or BBG.
Neil Currie
Senior News Anchor
VOA Worldwide English
Washington
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The Loudest
Voice

Thank you for the editorial by George
Woodard on the neglect of HF broadcasting by those controlling the RFE, VOA
and RL services. Glad you gave him a
chance to speak out.
Reliance on foreign-owned radio outlets in potentially hostile nations compares nicely to the State Department
bungling during the Vietnam War.
As for the Internet, Ihave seen this in
domestic radio. Less- experienced but
otherwise competent program producers
and stations seem to fixate on the newer
digital technologies,
even when available
numbers show them
to be inefficient in
Send aletter to the editor: E-mail
delivering the required audience.
radioworld@ nbmedia .com with
If the U. S. wishes
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field. Or mail to Reader's Forum,
to continue as a significant player in
Radio World, 5285 Shawnee Road,
Suite 100, Alexandria, VA 22312Europe and the thirdworld
states
of
2334. Please include issue date.
Persia, we need to
maintain the loudest
Get advertising information:
possible voice, parDownload amedia kit including
ticularly on the radio.
editorial calendar at
Andy Eliason
radioworld.comladvertise.shtml.
VCY Radio
Milwaukee
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MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 ( ESQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It
just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.
SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as astandalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have astandalone digital snake. Add afanfree mix engine and
buiid yourself astudio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs.
All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed ritelfigence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
88D I/O: 8digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (
w/automation protocol)
any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
—it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
character status indicators and SNMP capability.
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8-channel
112

stereo or 16-channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.
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88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E- SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on athird party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Likewise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1Gigabit protocol
eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E-SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!
Studio 1

STUDIOS

88A I/O: 8analog inputs and outputs. You can bring anew SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your XYcontrol.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

88AD I/O: 4analog plus 4digital inputs and outputs— perfect for small
studios or standalone routing.
7
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E- SERIES
control surface

www.wheatstone.com

16x16 I/O
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88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E
2has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
RJ-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUAREs have 12 individually configurable optoisolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

DONE

digital engine

8x8 I/O
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AIR WARRIOR

A modern air warrior needs all of the power and control he can
muster to bring to the battle. When it's you against the other guy,
the VORSIS AP- 2000 has it ALL.
NOT AN ACE YET? The AP- 2000 comes preloaded with over 70
presets tuned to do battle. Try atest flight with the latest VCRS'S
31- band digital processor— and
join the broadcast elite!
Wes Davis
Jim Hibbard
II

Owen Martin
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AP- 2000
DIGITAL SPECTRAL PROCESSOR
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